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Young Wild West's Lightning Leap
OR, A DESPERATE DUEL ON HORSEBACK
By AN OLD SCOUT

CHAPTER I.-"No Chinamen Wanted."

sweetheart. Of the three Arietta was the only
one who could be called a real Western girl, since
The sun was just sinking. behind a mountain Anna and Eloise had been born and bred in the
range to the west when Young Wild West and East and had been in the West but two or three
those who traveled with him through the region years. But as the characters of our story are so
known as the Wild West in search of excitement well known, it will be useless for us to dwell
and adventure, came to a halt at the top of a cliff upon them any further.
that overlooked a valley that lay perhaps five
However, we must not forget to add that there
miles distant. Right here it might be well to were two Chinamen who acted as cook and handy
state that though but a boy in years, Young Wild man for the party, who always traveled with
West had distinguished himself by his daring them, especially when the girls accompanied
deeds and determination to always do right, no Young Wild West and his partners on their
matter what the cost. Having been a winner in horseback trips over the mountains and plains.
all the shooting contests he had entered, he had The Chinamen were brothers named Hop Wah
been declared to be the Champion Deadshot of the and Wing Wah, the former being the handy
West; and added to this accomplishment he was man and the latter the cook. While it was not
known by his friends and acquaintances as t]:ie -necessary for them to have two men in their
Prince of the Saddle, because of his wonderful employ, Hop was retained because he not only
ability to break and manage a horse, and also afforded them much amusement, bu't he had on
ride in the saddle with an ease and grace that different occasions been the means of saving their
was unsurpassed.
.
lives. This was all because he was a very clever
At the time of which we write t.here were less magician, qui-ck to think and act, and was verJ
miles of' railroad in the western section of our fond of joking. As we find our friends lookinl!'
land and it was exceedingly dangerous for down into the valley below, they are all rather
trav~lers to pass that way, since outlaws, road tired from a long journey over the Datil Ran,ge
agents and bands of renegades and Indians were in Western New Mexico.
constantly on the lookout for prey. It was prob"Well, boys," said Young Wild West, turning
ably due to the wonderful coolness and nerve to his partners, after he had taken a good look
Young Wild West possessed that made him the at the scene below them, "I reckon we may as
dashing hero that he was. His two partners, well go on down and stop at that mining camp
Cheyenne Charlie, the ex-g?vernment scout, and to-night. The chances are there will be conJim Dart, a boy of about his own age, had been siderable life there, and since we have not met
through many exciting adventures and perils. with a human being in the past forty-eight hours, it
him and so well had they stuck to him that the will be a change for us."
thr;e were more like brothers than mere partners,
"That's right, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie· answeras they called themselves. '.l'he scout was a
thorough plainsman and easily ten years the ed, as he brushed back his long black hair and
the ends of his luxuriant mustaches a twist.
senior of the dashing young deadshot.. He "".as gave
a born fighter and had he been less 1mpuls1ve "We may as well put up at a minin' camp tohe might have' been the leader himself. But, as night, as to camp somewhere among these rocks.
it was he was proud and happy to call himself I say go on down. It'll be dark by ther time we
a foll~wer of Young Wild West, the Prince of git there, but that won't make no difference.
the Saddle. While Jim Dart was not one of the We kin pitch our camp at ther edge of ther
Most likely we'll find water down there,
excitable kind, and seldom had much to sar, he town.
generally kept his head, and was well satisfied an' somethin' for our horses ter eat."
"Let us go at once, then, Wild," spoke up
to go where Young Wild West led,. ~nd do as
he suggested under any and all conditions. For Arietta Murdock, as she tossed her golden head
the past year or two the three partners had been and smilingly nodded to her boy lover. "Maybe
accompanied in their travels by "the girls," as we can get there before it gets really dark. Then
we will be able to pick out a good camping spot."
they always spoke of them.
"The girls" consisted of Anna, the wife of
"All right, Et," was the reply, as the boy hero
Cheyenne Charlie; Arietta Murdock, the sweet- of the wild West turned in th~ saddle and gave
heart of our hero, and Eloise Gardner, Jim Dart's an answering smile to his sweetheart. "CQ''ill~ 011,
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I hardly think we will get there before dark,
though. But that won't make any difference. We
will find a good camping place, all right."
Arietta now rode up to his side and the two
promptly sta1·ted to descend the winding trail
that Jed to the valley below. The further they
rode down the winding descent the darker it
grew, for the sun had now disappeared entirely
from view, and only the red and yellow glow
in the west marked where it had been but a short
time before. The azure blue overhead was gradually shaded to a darker hue now, and in a very
few minutes darkness would be upon them, for
daylight does not linger long in New Mexico. The
trail they were followi_ng, while it showed the
prints of wa,gon wheels, was anything but a
simple one, so they could not make very fast headway. But, anyhow, the pack-horses were burdened quite heavily, and were tired out from the
long jaunt over the range. When they finally
reached the valley below, the stars were shining
brightly overhead. The lights of the mining
camp showed up before them, and though they
were nearly two miles from it, they could hear
voices now and then as they were raised to a
'l)i ch of merriment.
"I reckon they're havin' a lively time over
there, Wild," observed Cheyenne Charlie, shrugging his shoulders and smiling. "But that's ther
way it always is. Most of ther miners work
putty hard durin' ther day, an' when night comes
they enjoy themselves ther best they know how.
Drinkin' an' gamblin' seems ter be about ther
only way ter find amusement in sich places. But
miners has ,got to have some sort of enjoyment, so what else kin they do?"
"That's right, Charlie," answered the young
deadshot, nodding his head. "I have an idea that
this camp is just about like the average ones we
run across. I suppose there are all kind of men
there-good, bad and indifferent."
Having reached the level of the valley, it was
more easy traveling now, and they pushed on,
keeping a little to the right of the mining camp.
Two or three minutes later they came in sight
of shimmering water, the starlight showing it
to them plainly. The mining camp was about
a quarter of a mile distant, but since there was
a small grove of trees at the edge of the little
creek, Young Wild West decided that they would
camp there for the night and pay a visit to the
collection of shanties and tents the first thing
in the morning.
"I reckon we'll stop here," he said, as he reined
in his horse within a few feet of the bank of
the shallow creek. "There's something we need
right at hand, so there is no use of going any
further to-night."
He quickly dismounted and then turned to assist his sweetheart to reach the ground. This
done, he looked about for a location for the tents.
It was just then that a square of white showed
upon the trunk of a tree near at hand. The·
boy quickly stepped to the tree and found there
was a placard there.
"Hello!" he exclaimed. "What's this? I reckon
we'll have to read this placard."
Striking a match, he held it before him, and
then read the• fo!Iowil1g:

$500 REWARD
For the Two Chinamen Who Killed and Robbed
Bill Druse.
The above reward will be paid for them, dead
or alive. An additional reward of fifty dollars
will be paid to anyone who fetches in a Chinee
whether he is one of the guilty ones or not. No
heathens can live in Bull Creek.
( Signed)
Bob Shotwell,
Captain of the Vigilantes.
Young Wild We t read this announcement
aloud, and when he had done·so, he exclaimed:
"Well, what do you think of that? I reckon
Bull Creek is hardly the place for Hop and Wing.
It must be that the population there has become
much prejudiced against Chinamen, and because
two of that race killed and robbed the man.
Well, I reckon it's all right. We'll stop here
over night, just the same. You can bet all you're
worth that our two Chinamen won't be harmed,
even if the heathen race is barred from this
mining camp."
The words were scarcely out of the boy's
month when the clatter of hoofs sounded near at
hand, and the next moment half a dozen riders
came around a bend into view. One of them
carried a lighted torch, and as they neared our
friends he waved the torch over his head and
called out:
.
"Come on, boys, here's someone here."
"Hello, strangers!" called out Young Wild
West, as the ho1·sl)men rode up.
"Hello yourself!" came the sharp reply, as the
leader of the riders brought his horse to a halt.
Just then one of them gave a yell and pointed
to the two Chinamen who had not yet dismounted.
"Look here, boys," he said. quickly. "Here's a
couple of heathens. I reckon we're in luck."

CHAPTER 11.-The Vigrlantes.
Young Wild West was very cool now. He
realized that the lives of the two Chinamen were
in danger, but he did not seem to be the least
bit disturbed. As the horsemen dismounted, he
met the one who bore the lighted torch, and said:
"Gentlemen, I reckon these two Chinamen are
all right. They work for us, and you can bet
all you're worth that we wouldn't have them in
our employ if they were not all right. I am•
Young Wild West. Perhaps you have heard of
me."
"Can't say that I have," and the speaker took
the torch from the other man and held it so he
could get a good look at the young deadshot. "But
I belive what yer say, 'cause I've heard of you
putty often. But that ain't got nothin' ter do
with what we're after. We're lookin' for two
pig-tailed murderers. We passed ther resolution
yisterday afternoon not ter allow any heathens in
Bull Creek again. Come over here an' I'll show
yer a notice that's on this tree."
"I've read the notice," Wild answered.. "But
that's all right. As I told you before, the Chinamen we have with us are all right, They are
honest and law-abiding. But even if you were
not sure of this they happen to be outside of
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your mining camp, so you have no jurisdiction
over them."
The leader scratched his head and turned and
looked at his followers in a thoughtful way.
"Boys, what he says is putty nigh right. That's
somethin' we forgot when tbem placards was
drawed up. We should have put it down that
no heathens was wanted within ten miles of Bull
Creek."
"Are you Bob Shotwell?" Wild asked.
"That's just who I am, Young Wild West,"
came the quick retort.
"Well, since you are the captain of the vigi!antes, I take it that you must be possessed of
pretty good sense."
"That's• right, young feller," one of the vigilantes called out. "Bob's sartinly got ther best
head on him of anyone in Bull Creek. He's a
i,utty wise galoot, he 1s. What he says is always
about right, too."
"Well, that being the case, I think we can
settle this matter very easily. Now then, Mr.
Shotwell, it happens that we saw the mining
camp, which you c~l Bull Creek, just as the
sun was going down. We thought we would ride
on down here and go into camp, since we have
not seen anything in the way of civilization for
the past two days. We had no idea that , you
were so much opposed to Chinamen, so of c6urse
we are innocent in bringing two· of them here.
If it is the law laid down by the vigilance committee that no Chinamen can come to Bull Creek,
we are quite willing to abide by that law. But
since we have not reached Bull Creek yet, I
can't see how you have any jurisdiction over the
two Chinamen. You will have to make a new
resolution before you could possibly do anything
with them, since we are well outside the limits
of the camp."
"That don't make no difference," declared the
man with the torch, as he gave it a swing back
and forth and shook his head in a determined
way. "Ignorance of ther law ain't no excuse.
I've heard that said time an' again, an' I reckon
it's putty nigh right."
"See here, my friend," said the young- deadshot,
in his cool and easy way, as he turned to the
speaker, "I reckon you have no~ anything to s~y
about this just now. I am talkmg to the captam
of the vigilantes, and not to you."
"What's that, boy?
Are yer sassin' me?" demantled the torch bearer, angrily.
"Shet up, Andy," spoke up the leader, sharply.
"You ain't ,got nothin' ter say about this. Young
Wild West is right when he says so, too."
"All right, I'll shet up if you say so, Bob. You're
ther boss here. But I want that boy to understand that I don't take sass from no man, much
less a young whippersna pper like he is. I don't
care if he is Young Wild West an' kin shoot like
lightning, either. I reckon I'm somethin' on ther
shoot, too."
Wild paid no attention to this remark, but
nodding to the captain of the vigilantes, he observed:
"I reckon you had better leave us here for
the night, Captain Shotwell. We have traveled
quite a long distance to-day, and our hor:5es are
pretty well tired out. To-morrow mormng we
can meet and settle this difficulty, I think."
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"Well, that's what I call a mighty fair sort of
proposition ," and Shotwell nodded his head -approvingly. "Maybe your two heathens is all right,
as you say they are, but there's one thing sartin,
an' that is they can't be allowed ter enter Bull
Creek. There's a law been made agin that, an'
we've got ter live up to ther law."
"See here, Bob," cried the man called Andy,
as he handed his torch to one of the others of
the party, "you don't mean to say you're goin' ter
give it to this young galoot like that, do yer?"
This 1·emark nettled our hero so much that
he stepped up to the man quickly, and laying his
h and upon his shoulder, exclaimed:
"You seem to have a lot to say, my friend!
At first I intended to let you go without paying
any attention to you, but since you have said
so much, I am ,going to tell you that if you
open your mouth again against anything your
captain says, I will give you a thrashing. I
want you to understand that I am not afraid of
you or all the vigilantes in Bull Creek, even
though I am nothing but a whippersna pper, as
you said a little while ago. Now then, are you
going to hold your tongue?"
"Wow!" cried the man as he stepped oack
and started to jump up and down. "Did yer
hear what ther young galoot ·s aid, Shotwell?"
"I heard," the capta'n answered, without making a move to interfere. "I reckon you had better hold your horn s. too, for I've heard enough
about Youn,g Wild West ter make me believe he'll
do jest as he threaten s ter. Andy, if you're wise
you'll apologize right away, an' then keep your
tongue between your teeth afterwards ."
"Apologize to that young pup?" howled the
man, who had auickly worked himself into a terrible rage. "I'.li knock ther top of his head off,
blamed if I don't. I'll--"
He made a move toward Wild just then, and
no doubt he would have made good his threat if
something had not stopped him. The something
was the young deadshot's clenched fi st. It caught
him squarely in the mouth, and sent him staggering.
·
"Captain Shotwell," said the boy coolly, "I
hope no one will interfere in this game. I am
going ~ thrash this fellow."
"I'll shoot ther first one as tries ter interfere,"
came the cool reply, as the leader drew a big
revolver and laid the barrel across his left arm.
"Jest hold that torch here, so they kin see. I
want t.o have a good look at Andy as he gits
walloped."
It was evideAt that Shotwell had more influence
with the rest of the men than he did over Andy,
for not one of them made a move to interfere.
The torch was held so Wild and the man could
see each other plainly, while the rest could not
help getting a good view of them. Andy was
quite some little time in recovering from the blow \
he had received, and when he had done so he
did not make a _move right away to 1·enew the
attack.
"Come on," said Wild, as he took a couple of
steps to;ward him. "You have got to take a
thrashing, and that's all there is to it. I want
you to fight for all you're worth, too, for I don't
care to thrash a man who puts up no defense."
"Here's ther kind of a defense I'll nut 1rn. vnn.
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young galoot," roared the man, suddenly, as he
drew his gun. "I'm g-oin' ter--"
With the quickness of a catamount Young Wild
West leaped forward and struck the weapon from
his hand. Then grasping him by the collar of
his coat with his left hand, he rained several
blows upon his face, and then let him drop to
the ground in a heap.
"There you are, boys," the young deadshot coolly observed. as he nodded to the leader and the
rest of the men. "You can take him away now.
I think it best for you not to bother us any
further to-night, since I told you we were pretty
well tired out. We will meet you in the morning and talk this business over."
"Blamed if I don't think that's about right,"
answered the captain of the vigilantes. "Somebody jest help Andy to git on his horse. We'll
go an' make ther circle around ther camp that
we started ter make, an' then we'll let things
rest as they are till mornin', unless we should
happen ter come across ther two heathens we're
lookin' for. Yer see," and he turned to Wild, "we
thought as how ther two heathens might be
1meakin' around somewhere in the dark."
'
"I understand, captain," Wild retorted. "I
reckon you know your business pretty well. Goodnight!"
"Good-night, Young Wild West. I hope there
won't be no trouble between us for what's happened."
Shotwell then quickly mounted his horse. He
rode a short distance, and then waited for a
couple of the men to throw Andy upon the back
of his steed, and then he called out for them to
follow him, speaking in a commanding voice. They
all rode away in the darkness then. and when
the hoof-beats had nearly died out, Wild gave a
nod of satisfaction and said:
"Now then, I reckon we'll go ahead and put
the camp to rights. I'm satisfied that we'll be
all ri,ght until morning, anyhow. But you can
bet that we are not going away from these parts
until we get good and ready to do so. Rather
than do that I will induce the vigilantes to amend
the law they have made against Chinamen."
"Well, Wild, I reckon you kin manage ter
induce 'em, as yer call it, all right," and Cheyenne
Charlie gave a chuckle.
The work of getting the camp to rights went
ahead rapidly. Soon the horses were cropping
the grass that grew along the bank of the creek
in a manner of perfect content. As soon as
the Chinamen had erected the two tents they
set about to gather enough dry wood to kindle a
:fire to cook the evening meal. It was later than
usual for supper, but that only made our friends
all the more hungry. The life they led in the
open air caused them all to have exceptionally
good appetites. Hop carried a lighted lantern
in the search for fagots, and it was not long
before more than enough for their purpo,se had
been gathered. Then a fire was started and
preparations made for supper. After a while
Wing announced that the meal was ready, and
then leaving Hop to stand a watch while they
~te, the rest of the party sat down. With the
brightly burning fire and the lantern to light up
the scene, the camp looked quite comfortable.
"Well, boys," said "1" 1:.4, as he arose after fin-

ishing the supper, "I feel better now. I wouldn't
mind having a: cigar to smoke a while before
turning in for the night."
"I reckon Hop's got plenty of cigars," Cheyenne Charlie answered, with a grin.
"vVell, I don't care for any of this, Charlie.
vv'hile I know he wouldn't give me one that contained powder or some other explosive, the kind
he smokes are hardly to my liking. Hop always
insists upon having a V€l'y strong cigar of Mexican tobacco. I am not much of a smoker, but
when I do smoke I like something that is a little
mild."
Hop came in and was soon busy eating his
supper. When he had finished he was not long
in producing a cigar, which he lighted, and then
sat down to take a comfortable smoke. The evenJng passed away, and soon it was time to turn
in for the night. The watch was arranged, for
Young Wild West and his partners always kept
a watch when they were in camp, no matter if
they were not within a hundred miles of a town
or mining camp, or within the confines of one.
Experience had taught them to always be on the
lookout for danger. It was nearly ten o'clock
when the girls sought the tent that was used
by them as a sleeping quarters. Shortly after
that Wild and Charlie crept into the other tent
and lay down, the two Chinamen following their
example. Jim was to do the first watch. The
fire had gone out by this time, and the one lantern that had been burning was turned low. Jim
sat down near a tree for perhaps half an hour.
Then he arose and proceeded to make a circle
of the camp. He had just about made the complete circle and stood near the ·b ank of the creek,
perhaps two hundred feet above the camp, when
he heard footsteps on the other side of the stream.
The footsteps were coming nearer, and present!~
he was able to discern four forms creeping
stealthily toward the silent camp.
"Ahl" exclaimed the boy, under his breath.
"I reckon that fellow called . Andy is coming back
here for revenge. Well, if I am not mistaken
he will get more than he expects."
Jim now started to creep noiselessly to the
camp. He managed to get there just as he heard
a faint splashing in the water of the creek. Then
he peered cautiously from behind a tree and saw
the four men reach the bank and come creeping
toward the two tents. The boy did not try to
arouse his sleeping companions, for he felt that
he was quite equal to the emergency. When
they were within about twenty feet of the tents
three of the prowlers stopped, while the fourth
came stealthily forward.
Jim could now see that he held a knife in his
hand, and he coolly raised his revolver so it
could be fired at an instant's notice. As the c1·eeping villain neared the tent the light from the
lantern fell upon him quite plainly. Then it was
that Jim saw that the lower portion of his face
was concealed by a handkerchief. But the fact
that he was masked was quite enough to warrant the boy to take a shot\ and levelin~ his revolver at the hand that neld the knife., Jim
pulled the trigger. Crack! As the report rang
out the prowler gave a yell of pain and dismay,
and leaping to his feet, bounded away in the
darkness..
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CHAPTER III.-The Law Is Amended.
The report of Jim's revolver had scllrcely
sounded when Young Wild West bounded from
the tent, gun in hand.
"What's the matter, Jim?" Wild asked, coolly,
even though he had been awakened from a sound
sleep.
Jim quickly explained matters, and added as
he pointed toward the creek:
"They got away, Wild. I shot the knife from
the hand of one of them who was creeping up
to the tent. I suppose it might have been the
fellow called Andy, and that he meant to kill
you. Here is the knife," and the boy stepped
over and picked up the weapon.
Wild took the knife and walked over to the
light. He saw the mark of a bullet upon the
hilt, and also some fresh blood stains.
"Well, I guess you clipped one of his fingers,
all right, Jim," he said, as he handed the weapon
to Dart. "That was a pretty good shot to make
in the dark, I reckon."
"Well, I don't know," was the reply. "The
light was shining full upon him, so it was easy
for me to see the site on the barrel of my gun.
I suppose I should h!l,Ve put the bullet in his
heart, but I didn't just feel like doing it."
Wild knew it would be 110 easy thing trying
to find the four prowlers in the darkness, so he
did not offer to follow them. Jim remained on
duty the balance of his watch, and then he crept
to the tent and aroused the scout, who took his
place. Nothing occurred during Charlie's watch,
and finally he was relieved by Wild. The ni,ght
passed without any further interruption, and
when the fir st sign of daylight began to show
in the east, Wild aroused the cook, and then lay
down to get another half-hour's sleep. By the
time the sun came up Wing nearly had the breakfast ready. All hands were soon stirring, and
then it was not long before they sat down to the
morning meal. Hop looked after the horses,
and when thi s "·as done he came in and got his
breakfast. ·
"Now then," said Wild, "I'll take charge of that
knife, Jim. I am going to take that over to the
mining camp and try and find the owner."
"Ain't we all ,goin', Wild?" queried the scout.
"Certainly," was the reply. "Help Hop and
" ' ing to load the pack-horses, and we'll be off
as soon as possible. But I'll take charge of that
knife. Leave that part of it to me."
The word was scarcely given before all hands
were busy making preparations to break camp.
It did not take long to do this, since they had
a systematic way of going about it, and the
resu lt was that in much Jes?" time than might
be expected the tents had been struck, rolled up
and placed upon the backs of the pack-horses
along with the rest of their outfit. Then Young
Wild West mounted hi s sorrel stallion and led the
way in the· direction of the n'lining camp. As
they got to the other side of the grove it lay but
a short distance before them in plain si,ght, the
rays of the rising sun falling upon the dirty
white tents and shanties and showing up the
place for all it was worth . It was not much of
a mining camp, since the shanties and tents did
not number more than thirty or forty zll told.
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There was nothing in the way of mining machinery to be seen, either, and this meant that
most of the mining was done at the surface.
But the position of the camp, with the sloping
hills on either side of the creek, gave evidence
of the fact that it was mostly placer mining that
was done there. The largest of _the shanty structures was a saloon. As Young Wild West and
his friends rode up and halted in front of this
place they were greeted by perhaps a . score of
miners, who hurriedly left their cabins and tents
to reach the spot. Wild knew that perhaps there
would be trouble, because the Chinamen were
with them, but he was well prepared for anything that might happen.
"Good-morning, gentlemen," he called out, as
he dismounted. "This is quite a lively camp you
have here, I see."
"That's right, Young Wild vVest," a voice answered, and then Bob Shotwell, the captain of
the vigilantes, came out of the door of the Miners'
Paradise" and saluted the young deadshot with
a wave of his hand. "So you thought you would
come over, did yer?"
"Yes, I told you last night I would come and
talk matters over with you this morning."
"Yes, but I didn't think you was goin' ter
fetch them heathens along," and the captain shook
his head as though he was not pleased over it.
"Well, I'll tell you, Mr. Shotwell. Since the
two Chinamen are in our employ, I consider that
they have a pefect right to ,go anywhere we do.
I am going to give you a little advice, though
you may think I am a little forward in doing
it."
"Go ahead with your advice, Young Wild
West."
"Well, then, I advise you amend your resolution a little in regard to Chinamen. You might
put a clause in to the effect that no Chinamen
will be admitted here unless they come with their
employers."
"Well, that's r, putty fair sort of proposition,
I reckon," and the leader of the vigilantes turned
and looked at the men who were standing close
at hand, some with anything but pleased expression s showing on their ru,gged faces.
"I don't think that's any kind of a pro~,osition at all," said a man, pushing his way through
the crowd.
It was no other than Andy who said this, and
the moment Wild's eyes rested upon him he took
note of the fatt that his right hand was tied
• up, while the stain of blood could be seen through
the rag. This was the opportunity Wild wanted
above all others just then. Quickly pulling the
hnife that had been dropped when Jim fired the
shot the night before, he stepped forward, and
holding it before the villain's eyes, he said:
"There's something you left at our camp last
night."
·
"You lie, Young Wild \Vest," came the quick
retort, as Andy made a grab with his left hand
for a- revolver that was hanging at one side of
him.
"I'll take that from you, since you haYe a sore
hand, you sneaking coyote,''. the boy an swered,
coolly. "But I say this knife belongs to you.
You came sneaking u p to the tent I was sleeping in last night with the intention of sticking
this knife into my heart. But one of my part-
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ners happened to be on the watch, and he shot
it from your hand. You let out a yell and fled
for you life, and we did not take the trouble to
follow you. There were three others with you,
too."
The face of Andy turned all colors, and finally
s.ettled down into a deathly pallor. While his
hand still clutched the butt of a revolver, he
made no effort to pull it from the holster. It
was guite evident that Wild's accusing words were
surprising to - the majority of those present.
"What does this mean?" demanded Bob Shotwell, looking at the boy in a puzzled way.
"It means that this man is a sneaking scoundrel, Mr. Shotwell," was the reply. "Every word
I have spoken is the truth. He may be one of
the vigilantes, but he is a murdering villain,
just the same."
"I reckon this is somethin' that will bear investigation," observed the captain, shaking his
hea<l•and throwing a glance at the crowd, which
was increasing all the time.
"Well," said Wild, smiling at them, and holding up the knife, "perhaps there is someone here
who has seen this knife before. If there is, let
him speak out."
"That is Andy's knife," said one of the men
who. had met our friends the night before just
as they were 'going i-nto camp. "I lfnow it by
ther hilt."
"I didn't say it wasn't m y knife," spoke up
Andy, turning very pale again. "I said it was
a lie when he told me I was sneakin' around his
camp last night an' got ther knife shot out of
my hand. I lost that knife last night when we
was over that way. That explains putty well
how ther boy happens ter have it."
"\Yell," answered our hero, the smile growing
upon his face, "here's the mark of Jim Dart's
bullet on the buckhorn handle. Here are some
blood spots, too. Were they on it when you lost
it last ngiht?"
"Of course they wasn't," was the quick 1·etort. "But wasn't it easy for you to put 'em
on it afore you come here to try an' git me in
trouble?"
"And those spots are blood, are they not?"
"They sartinly are."
"Well, now, if you wil-1 make this fellow remove
that rag from his hands you will find out that
one or two of his fingers have been touched by
a- bullet."
"The evidence seems most convincing," declared
Shotwell, looking· sternly at the accused villain.
"Andy, how comes it that you have got your hand
tied up this mornin'?"
"I come ni,gh cuttin' off my finger last night
after I got ter my shanty," was the reply.
"Did yer? Well, s'pose yer show us ther cut."
"I can't do that now. I've got it all tied up
with salve on it. You know as well as I do it
would only make it worse to untie ther rag now."
"All right, Andy. When you git ready ter dress
your wound jest send for me, 'cause I want ter
i,ee what it looks like."
"Well, then, when I git good an' ready ter
take off ther rag I'll do it."
Having said this the villain turned and walked
from the spot, heading for a shanty that lay
probably fifty yards from the saloon. Bob Shotwell shook his head, showing that he was pretty

well satisfied that Andy was guilty of what he
had been accused of by Young Wild West.
"Members. of the vigilance committee," he !i1lid,
waving his hand, "I reckon we'll meet at my
shanty rig)lt away ter make this amendment to
ther law. Come on. I don't want yer ter think,
though, that I'm being' forced into this thing by
Young Wild West. That boy is all right, an' I
know it, an' I believe his ' two Chinamen should
be allowed to stay here with him an' his friends.
There's fourteen of us belongin' ter ther committee, an' I reckon all of yer are here, 'cept
Andy, who has sneaked away like a whipped cur.
I won't say whether I think he's ,guilty or not,
for it ain't necessary. Actions speak louder than
words."
"It ain't fair to call us ter a meetin' when v:e're
jest goin' to our work," spoke up a villainous
lcoking man, who had been looking darkly at our
friends during the discussion.
"It don't make no difference whether you think
it's fair or not, Rip Hawley. I say come on to
my shanty. This here ain't goin' ter take more
than five minutes. Ther majority is goin' ter
rule, too.
The man who made the objections said no more,
and when the captain headed for a good-sized
shanty that was almost directly opposite the
saloon, he followed with the rest of the vigilantes. By this time our ; friends had all dismounted. Wild thought it best to remain right
where they were until the vigilantes got through
with their meeting. When Bob Shotwell said it
would not take more than five minutes he was
nearly right, for presently the vigilant~s came
out of the shanty and walked slowly back to the
waiting party.
"Young Wild West," said the captain, t aking
off his hat and bowing respectfully to the girls,
"we've changed our law ter read that all Chinaman is barred from Bull Creek an' its vicinity,
except them what comes with their employer . I
reckon that sets you folks straight. Ther two
heathens you have got with you is all right an'
won't be interfered with so long as they carry
themselves straight an' show that they're honest."
"We are much oblig·ed to you, Captain Shotwell," our hero answered, as he turned and took
his horse by the bridle.

CHAPTER IV.-Hop Visits the "Miners' Paradise."
As our friends started to leave, Shotwell 1·an
over to them and nodding pleasantly to the young
deadshot, he said:
"Young Wild West, you're welcome here in Bull
Creek, Stay jest as long as yer want ter an '
I'll guarantee that there won't be np interference
in ther way of ther two heathens as far as ther
vigilance committee is concerned. Of course, I
can go no further than that. But I want yer to
understand that they'll receive as much protection from ther committee as any white man in
ther camp. You kin take my word fo1· that, my
boy."
'")Zhank you, Captain Shotwell," Wild answered.
"I suppose we may as well stay here until to,;
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morrow morning, anyhow. We are just riding
"All ri,ght, heathen. Your money is a s good
around the country for the fun of it, you know, as anyone else's, so I'm ready ter serve yer.
and it matters little where we stop for a day. That's what I'm here for, in fact. I'm J. H.
But, as I said when we arrived here, this seems Jones, one of ther best hotel keepers that ever
to be a lively sort of camp, and life is what struck this part of ther country.''
we all like, you know.''
"You allee light, Misler J. H. Jones," Hop anThen Wild and his party_ started to find a answered, quickly. "You velly handsome Melican
suitable place to camp. They were not long in man, so be. Me nevee see sich a nice lookee
finding just the spot they wanted, and then our face before."
friends quickly dismounted and assisted the two
The fact was that J. H. Jones was anything
Chinamen to unload the pack-horses and put but a handsome man. The mine1·s grinned when
things in shape. The place selected was right Hop had the boldness to tell him he was handunder a small cliff, the creek fronting it. The scme, but Jones did not seem to take rt that way.
rocks were large and numerous,· so if it came He looked pleased, though, when the Chinaman
to the worst they could find protection behind h ad done speaking. He looked at him and rethem in fighting their enemies. When everything torted:
was done to the satisfaction of Wild and bis part"~one of your blarney, heathen. I don't beners, Hop Wah, the clever Chinee, breathed a lieve in flatterin' remarks.''
sigh of relief and then walked a short distance . "Me no undelstand," declared Hop, looking as
from the camp and threw himself upon a patch rnnocent as an owl. "If me see um h a ndsome
of grass under a tree. But he did not remain Melican man me likee tellee him.''
there more than five minutes. When he got a
"Well, I ain't handsome, an' you know I ain't,"
big rock behind him and those at the camp, he was the reply.
arnse to his feet and started rapidly for t11e
Hop shook his head and sighed.
·
edge of the shanties that was about a hundred
"You no .s ay lat, but if you Jookee in um glass
yards distant.
you allee samee see lat me velly samee muche&
The fact was that Hop felt rather thirsty from light, so be. Me nevee tellee um lie. Me allee
his exertions, and he was now heading for the samee likee um George Washee whatee cuttee um
Miners' Paradise. But he was not only long- chelly tlee down allee samee velly quickee with
ing for a drink of tanglefoot, as he called the him lillee hatchet. Me go to Sunday school in
whisky sold at such places; he was more than 'Flisco and um Melican gal teachee allec samee
anxious to get into some sort of gambling game. 'bou_tee um George Washee. He velly ,<;!eat
He could read English a little, and he had taken Mehcan man, but he no handsome likee you. Now
enough from the signs. he saw scattered about len, me havee lillee tanglefoot. Evelybody havee
the front of the building to understand that um dlink!"
gambling was one of the main features of the
By this time the three miners who had ac,.~pted
shanty saloon. As Hop reached the place there the Chinaman's invitation to imbibe in the liouor
were but two or three miners hanging about, that was sold at the bar had formed a d iffe{·l:'J_1t
the rest having gone to their work, for it was opi;1ion of him. Though they had seen many
now past seven o'clock. The men looked at him Chmamen they had never met one that wa ~ anyrather curiously, for since they had formed a thing like this one. TJ,ey poured out the fiery
strong dislike for his race, no doubt they could liquor that was put before them in a black bottle,
hardly give him anything like a welcome.
and then wishing the Chinaman very good health,
"Velly nicee morning," said Hop, bowing to they drank.
them and smiling pleasantly. "Me velly goodee
"You no takee somethling?" queried Ho>) , smi lChinee. Me no killee; me no stealee. Me allee ing at Jones, as he was about to give him
the
samee tlue blue Melican sportee.''
change for the twenty-dollar gold piece.
"That's all right, heathen," one of them an"\Veil, I never drink unless I'm asked," was the
swered. " \Ve ain't got nothin' ag'in yer, an' we
ain't goin' ter interfere with yer, so Jong as grinning reply.
"Allee light; me allee samee askee you now.
you mind your own bu siness.''
; Vi7hattee you havee?"
"Me allee amee mindee my business, so be,"
"Well, I'll take a plain whisky then."
retorted the Chinaman, blandly. "You comee in
"Now Jen," went on the Chinaman, as he smi led
and havee lillee dlink of tanglefoot. Me ,gottee
at the miners, "me showee you velly nicee lillee
plenty money.''
The miners looked at each other and hesitated. tlick. Me ve\ly smartee Chinee. Me makee lillee
Then they decided to accept the invitation, and magic; so be."
He reached over to the clo sest man and lifted
quickly followed the Celestial into the low-ceilinged bar-room. J. H. Jones, the proprietor, the hat from his head. Placing it upon the bar,
was there himself, his assistant being somewhere he stepped back a couple o~ paces and then obin the building sleeping aiter putting in all served:
"Now Jen, evelybody watchee um hat. Me
night behind the little bar that was built of
ihlinkee lat somethlinp: under it, so be.''
rough pine boards.
As the words left his lips the hat moved slight"Velly nicee morning, boss," · observed Hop, as
he rubbed his hands and bowed and smiled at ly. The miners and the proprietor of the saloon
looked astonished, and kept their eyes fixed upon
the proprietor.
"\Vhat do yer want, heathen?" was the gruff the hat. Again it moved, this time acting as
though it was about to creep off the bar.
retort.
"Givee evelybody um dlink of tanglefoot. Me
"What you havee in um hat, so be?" Hop asked,
allee samee pay um bill," went on Hop, bowing looking at the man it belonged to in an innocent
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"Nothin' that I know of," was the retort, while are most likely that Bunker an' Ribbon will, too.
the speaker reached up and scratched his head If they do, that will be four of us against Young
m a thoughtful way.
Wild West an' his crowd, an' Bob Shotwell's
"You allee samee sclatchee you head. Maybe vigilance committee, too. Of course, we can't
you havee somethling lere, too, so be," Hop de- hope to whip 'em all in a fi,ght, but maybe we
clared, backing away from the man as though kin do somethin' on the sly. There ain't no use
he did net want to be too close too him.
talkin'! but I've got tel' have Young Wild West's
"Ha, ha, ha! Ho, ho, ho!"
life. I couldn't go away from here an' sleep
The other miners roared with merriment now, good at night if I didn't. Why, jest look what
for they considered it a ,great joke on the miner. he done to me."
Again the hat moved. Jake, as he was called,
The villain brought his fist heavily down upon
made a quick decision to find out what was under the table he was sitting at as the last words
it so stepping forward, he gripped the hat and left his lips in a tone of voice that was quite
lifted it from the bar. As he did this a snake audible, though he was simply talking to himuncoiled itself and began wriggling about.
self. He sat in silence for probably two or three
"Wow!"
minutes, and then he arose and brought forth
A simultaneous yell of fear went up from those a jug from a corne1· of the room. A tin CuP
present, and there was a hustling away from the came next, and then he poured out some of the
bar. Then the snake gave a su.dden leap toward contents of the ju,g anrl drained the cup. Then
the Chinaman and disappeared up the sleeve of he fell to thinking about his wounded finger,
his loose-fitting coat.
and soon he was unwrapping the rag from his
"Hip hi!" yelled Hop, as though he was nearly hand. The bullet from Jim Dart's revolver had
frightened to death, and then he turned two struck the fo1·efinger just below the first joint,
or three somersaults on the floor.
.
taking quite a little chunk from it, and grazing
"Say, where's that snake?" asked Jones, anx- the ·second finger at the same time. It happened
iously.
that Andy was quite clever with his left hand,
"He allee samee go uppee my sleeve, so be. and he proceeded to wash and dress the wounded
He no bitee."
finger, after which he tied it up snugly, omitting
"Well, I'll have ter ask you to ,go on out of to wind the 1·ag about the whole hand, as it
here an' kill ther snake. I don't want no rattlers had been before. After u sing his teeth to hold
in my place."
the thread, he managed to tie it up quite well,
Hop grinned, and then quickly throwing out and then with his newly sharpened knife he
his arm, the snake flew from his sleeve, at the , severed the string and declard that it was a very
same time landing upon the bar. There was good job, indeed. This being done, the villain
another yell, and the men again beat a retreat.
walked to the little window at the front of the
But Hop coolly picked up the snake and patted shanty and took a look outside. He was just
it on the head.
in time to see the vigilantes returning to Young
"Liss no hurtee, s..o be. Um allee samee made Wild West and his friends, and it was easy for
outtee um piecee of lubber," he explained, as he him to guess that the report was favorable to
hel<'f it in his hand and caused it to wriggle. the boy.
At first they would not come forward to see
"That's what I call mighty rotten!" he e.·whether this was true or not, but after a while claimed. "Ter think that Bob Shotwell would
Jones detected the difference, and then he took go back on ther very law that he proposed himthe rubber snake in his hands.
self. Why he's changed it entirely, I reckon.
"Well, if that don't beat all," he exclaimed. Ter see a Chinaman walk right up an' ,go into
"Boys, this heathen is altogether too smart for Jones' place like that makes . it sartin that ther
us. He sartinly did fool us, an' no mistake. I vigilantes have decided that a Chinee is as good
1·eckon I'll treat now. I'm mighty glad ther vigi- as a white man. Well, I s'pose maybe some of
lance committee amended that la):V about China- 'em are--maybe better in some ways, too. Ha,
men."
ha, ha!"
,
The laugh ' that came from his lips just then
sounded strange and unnatural even to his own
CHAPTER V.-The Villains Do Some Plotting. ears. Instantly he became grave, a,nd then he
continued to soliloquize:
Andy, the vigilante with the sore hand, was
"I wonder what become of ther two heathens
not feeling exactly free from care when he sought that's s'posed ter have robbed an' killed Bill
the seclusion of his shanty after the accusation
Druse? It ain't likely they've got very far, 'cause
made by Young Wild West.
they didn't have nothin' ter eat with 'em nor
"If I show my wounded finger it'll be all up
did they have anything in ther line of hardware.
with me," he muttered; an' if I don't show it,
Me an' Rip Hawley seen ter that when we turned
it'll be up with me, anyhow. I may as well make
'em lose, tellin' them that they would be hanged
up my mind th,at I ain't goin' ter belong ter
if they was caught. • Ther poor heathens was
ther vigilantes any more, an' that I've got ter
mighty scared, an' I s'pose some folks would
look up some other place ter hang my hat in. It's
say it was a mighty mean t1·ick for us ter run
all on account of this boy they call Young Wild
'em out an' accuse 'em of somethin' they didn't
West comin' here. I've always heard that he
do. But ther heathens don't know that I was ther
could make more trouble fo1· folks like me than
one as struck Bill Druse's death blow. They
any ten men livin', an' now I believe it's true.
don't know that half ther money was divided
But I'll git even with him, an' afore many hours,
between Rip, Bunker an' Ribbon, while I ,got
too. I'll jest see Rip Hawley an' tell him what's
ther other half for my share, 'cause I was ther
in my mind. I know he'll stick ter me, sure. It
one that had n erve enough ter put an end to
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Druse. But even if they had knowed of that,
I reckon they wouldn't have stayed here to tell
it. They was too much scared for that. I jest
told 'em that they would be hanged for ther
crime if they was caught, so they lit out. Ha,
ha ha!"
Again the scoundrel laughed, this time in a
way that showed that he felt a certain delight
in having giv'en expression to his thoughts aloud.
He now put on his hat and started for the
door. But as he reached it he happened to notice
the jug upon the table, so he returned to it and
once more brought the tin cup into play. Then
•with a satisfied nod he went on outside. It happened that Andy's claim adjoined that of Rip
Hawley, so he would not be long in finding him
even if he failed to meet the other two very soon.
He headed straight for his claim, and a few
minutes later he reached it. The fact was that
Andy had been very unlucky since he had staked
out the claim. He had taken probably five hundred dollars worth of dust from it, but that was
all. It lay on quite a steep slope to the southern
end of the valley, with the creek flowing along
at the foot of the hill.
Rip Hawley was there, though he had not yet
begun work. He was sitting upon a rock puffing
away at a very black pipe, his elbows upon his
knees and his chin resting upon his hands. So
engrossed was he in his meditations that he did
not hear the footfalls of Andy until he was right
before him.
.
"\,Vhat are yer doin', Rip, dreamin'?" queried
the villain, smiling at him.
"I s'pose I was doin' somethin' like that, Andy,"
was the reply, with a grave shake of the head.
"Thin.gs ain't goin' jest right ter suit me."
"How is that?"
"Well, I reckon you oughter know, 'cause you're
at ther bottom of it all."
"What do yer mean by that?" and ,A ndy acted
as though he could not understand what the man
was driving at.
"Well, ain't you my friend, Andy?"
"I always thought I was, Rip."
"Well, then, you oughter understand jest why
you're at ther bottom of my worritnent jest now.
Ain't you gone an' got me into trouble that you
ain't goin' ter git out of very easy?"
"I don't know about that," and Andy shook
his head.
"Well, you oughter know about it. Anyhow, I
know. See here," and Hawley arose to his feet
and raised his forefinger impressively, "didn't
you give yourself away when Young Wild West
accused you of bein' ther man what had ther
knife shot out of his hand at his camp last
ni,ght?"
"Well, maybe I did somewhat, but I didn't
know as I oughter take ther rag off of my hand
ter show whether it was a cut· or bullet wound
on my finger or not. A man ain't compelled ter
do sich things as that, I reckon."
"No, yer wasn't compelled ter do it, that's a
fact. But yer know what Bob Shotwell said.
He give yer till to-night ter show up your sore
finger. That's what's worryin' me."
"Well, it hadn't oughter worry you any; you
ain't got my sore finger," and Andy forced a
laugh.
"See here," and Rip scowled and shook his
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head, "there ain't no use of goin' on in this
fashion. You know very well that you have got
ter Ji,ght out of Bull Creek or you'll be likely
ter git a rope around your neck afore you're
twenty-four hours older. You know that, Andy
so there ain't no use of bein' light about it'.
Ther fact that you have got to light out makes
it plain that I've got ter go, too. I was in ther
game with you, an' so was Bunker an' Ribbon.
I was talkin' ter them a few minutes ago, an'
they agreed with me that all four of us had
better quit ther vigilance committee an' look
for some other place ter make our quarters.
This here Young Wild West is a boy that does
things, as you have no doubt heard. It wouldn't
take him long ter find out that it wasn't them
two heathens what killed an' robbed Bill Druse
an' then ther crime would be put on us ri,ght
away. That's jest as plain as if I knowed it
for a fact already."
"Rip," said Andy, putting out his hand, "shake
with me, will yer, old pard? What you say is
ther plain truth. I've been thinkin' ther same
way, but I hated ter admit it ter yer. I'm
mighty glad ter hear yer say that you're goin'
ter stick to me."
•
"Of course I'm goin' ter stick to you. I'd be
a fool if I didn't. Why, if they was ter git you
an' git a rope around your neck you would be
sure ter confess ther whole thing, an' tell who
was with yer when ther crime was committed.
I know you enough for that, Andy. You ain't
got any more sand in yer than a man oughter
have, you kin bet."
·
"Well, I don't know why I'd have ter tell that
you was in ther game with me, Rip," and Andy
shook his head and tried to look like an injured
man.
"Well, I know yer enough ter feel sure that
you would. You would be so blamed scared when
you felt ther rope tightening around your neck
that you would tell everything you knowed. But
you ain't ther only one as would do that. I ain't
sayin' as I wouldn't do it myself. As it is
you're ther murderer, an' we're your accomplices'
so ther only thing for us to do is to stick to~
gether an' try to win out in this game."
"Well, I don't mean ter go very far from Bull
Creek jest yeti' declared Andy, shaking his head.
"I've got something ter do afore I leave here."
"Yes, I know," Rip answered. "You have got
ter kill Young Wild West first. You want to
git revenge, of course. Well, I don't blame yer
for that. I'm willin' ter help yer do it too.
But while we're gittin' rid of ther boy w~ better see to it that we git hold of all ther money
he's got. We'll need plenty of money if we're
goin' ter light out for some other place, yer
know."
"Of course. If we kin down him an' his
pards it won't take much trouble ter clean out
ther camp an' all ther money there is there."
"That's right," said Rip. "You jest take things
easy an' make out you're wo1·kin' a little bit on
your claim, an' I'll go over an' have a talk with
Bunker an' Ribbon. We'll meet in your shanty
at noon, an' then we'll settle on jest what is
ter be done. I he11,~-d Bunker say ther other day
that he knows a fine cave that ain't more than a
mile from here that he found by chance. We'll
take a look at it thii afternoon, an' if it suits
)
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us we'll make it our headquarters until we've
finished Young Wild West."
"Come on!" exclaimed Andy.
A few minutes later the two villains parted
company, and each started in at their work by
searching for gold dust.

CHAPTER VI.-Wild and Hop on the Trai·I.
Hop Wah remained at the Miners' Paradise for
nearly an hour, entertaining the boss and the
miners with his feats of magic. When he got
back to the camp he found Youn,g Wild West
and his friends there.
·
""Where have you been, Hop?" \-Vild asked, as
the Chinaman came forward, bowing and· smiling
in his usual fashion.
'.'Me b_een over to um saloon, so be, Misler
Wild," was the reply. " Me havee lillee fun lere.
But nobody gittee mad. Me allee samee goodee
Chinee."
He then told them how he had managed to get
into the good graces of the miners, even though
they had at first shown a disposition toward him
that was anything but friendly.
"Misler Wild," he said, after he had fini shed,
"me likee findee um two Chinamen whatee ley
say killee um man and takee his money. Me no
thlinkee ley do lat."
"What makes you think they didn't do it, Hop?"
t}le young deadshot queried, looking at him
sharply.
"Me no know lat, Misler Wild," and the Chinaman shook his head. "But maybe um bad Melican mans do it and len makee believe um Chinamen allee samee killee and lob um miner."
"That's so, Hop. It might be as you think.
Well, suppose we ,go and look for the Chinamen."
"Lat whatee me wantee do, Misler Wild."
"All right, then; I'll go with you. Come on."
The scout no doubt would have been pleased
to go with them, but since he received no invitation he said nothing, but nodded his approval
when he saw the young deadshot pick up his
Winchester and made 1'eady to leave the camp.
What Hop had said made quite a deep impression upon our h~ro.
"Hop," said he, as the Chinaman was ready
to leave the camp, "suppose we go over to the
·saloon and make inquiries concerning the two
Chinamen who are accused of the murder and
:i;obbery?"
"Allee light, Misler Wild. Me no thlinkee of
lat."
The two walked leisurely to the Miners' Paradise. By this time the miners had left the place
and had gone to their claims, so no one was
thei-e but J. H. Jones, the proprietor. He sat
dozing in a chair as they entered, and when he
saw the clever Chinee returning he arose to his
feet promptly, while his face became wreathed
in smiles.
"So you have come back again, heathen?" he
queried. "Want ter lwen things up a little
again?"
"Good-morning, boss," said Wild.
"Good-morning, Young Wild West," was the
reply. "I'm ver y glad ter see yer here. I will
say that I'm a whole lot pleased te-..· think you

got ther vigilance committee to amend ther law
regardin' h~athens. Thi s feller you have got with
you 1s sartmly ther smarest Chinee I ever seen."
"Yes, Hop is certainly a very clever fellow,"
the young deadshot an swered, as he came over
and sat down near the table the proprietor had
been leaning upon when they entered. :'Let's
have some cigars, will you, please?"
"Sartin," and Jones hastened behind the bar
and brought out a box of cigars.
Wild purchased two dollars worth and then
calmly lighting one, he motioned the' proprietor
to a seat.
"So you think Hop is about thes martest Chinaman you ever met, do you?" he asked.
"I sartinly do. I never seen one that could
come anywhere near ter him. That's a fact "
an1 Jones shook his head to emphasize his word~.
Well, what sort of Chinamen were the two
who were accused of murdering Bill Druse?"
"Oh, they ,was very simple-minded galoots. No
one would ever believe they would have done
sich a thing," declared Jones.
"How long had they been in the camp before
this thing happened?"
"Putty nigh two months, I reckon ."
"Had they showed themselves to be honest and
law-abiding during that time?"
"Oh, yes, they was awful meek, an' they never
h!'ld 1:oth~n• ter say to nobody, though ther boys
did pile 1t on ter 'em somethin' awful. I never
seen one of 'em ever git mad, even though he
was kicked around like a football."
"What '?,m names of um two Chinamen?" Hop
a sked, smu.mg blandly at the proprietor.
"Blamed if I know what ther names was " was
the reply. , "I never heard 'em say. Eve1'.ybody
called 'em heathens, that's all."
"How did it become known that they did the
crime?" ·wild questioned, after a pause.
"Well, I don't jest know about that. You see
it happened night afore last. Come to think of
it, though, I believe it was Andy what first said
as how they done it. Seems to me he reported
how he caught 'em as they was leavin' Druse's
shanty."
"Ah, I see. Did anyone else see them?"
"Yes, I believe there was one or two more
what seen 'em runnin' away in ther dark."
"Is that all the evidence there is against them
then?"
'
"Well, no; it sorter seems as though one of
ther Chinamen left his hat in ther shanty. It
was found clutched in Bill Druse's hand I believe."
'
"Well, that seems to be pretty good evidence.
But, Mr. Jones, do you rea11y think the two
Chinamen murdered the man?"
"Well, I don't know as I give ther thing much
thought. Everybody took it ter be that way as
I s'pose I did, too."
'
"Well, you ~ay you never would have believed
that they would have done such a thing, from
what you had seen of them up until this thing
happened."
"Yes, I will say that," and the landlord nodded
his head in a thoughtful way.
"It never occurred to you that probably someone el se did it and then laid it to the Chinamen
did it?"
'
I
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"It never did," declared Jones, 1ooking intent ly
at the boy.
"Well, what do you think about it now? Are
you still of the opinion that the two Chinamen
murdered Bill Druse?"
"Well, blamed if I know what ter think about
it. But if anybody else did it, an' then laid it
to ther t~o heathens, it must have been Andy."
"Well, you don't think he's any too good to
do such a thing, do you?"
"No, not from what's happened this mornin'.
He sartinly was ther galoot that tried ter sneak
into your tent last night an' stick his knife between-. your ribs. I could tell that by ther way
he acted when Bob Shotwell wanted him to take
ther rag off his hand."
"Right you are, Mr. Jones. Now I suppose you
have not the least idea where the accused Chinamen went when they ran away from the camp
night before last."
,, " Not ther least, Young Wild West. But I
heard ther vigilantes say that they was sure that
they didn't have nothin' to eat with 'em, an' I
believe Andy said he found twq knives an' two
revolvers that belong-ed ter 'em in Druse's shanty.
If that's ther case it ain't likely that they've
got anything in ther way of a weapon."
"Yes, that's quite true. Well, that means that
they can't be very far away, then. I reckon I'll
take Hop and go and look for them. While I
am not a resident of Bull Creek, I am just about
enough intl!l'ested in this murder to help get the
,guilty parties. If the two Chinamen did the
deed they should certainly be hanged, but if they
did not it is a shame that they should be driven
away from the camp to starve to death. A
Chinaman has as much feeling as any;one else, you
.
_,,
know."
"Yes, I s'pose he has," admitted the saloonkeeper, thought:(ully.
"Well, now, if you feel like it you can give
it out when the miners come in this noon that I
am of the opinion that the accused Chinamen
did not commit the murder, and that I am going
to try and find out who did do it."
"Sartinly I will. I'd do that without you tellin'
me ter, Young Wild West. Blamed if I ain't
beginnin' ter think that you're about right in
this here case. I'll tell you what I'll do, too. If
it's proved that them twQ heathens didn't kill
Bill Druse an' rob him, I'll chip in a hundred
dollars toward helpin' 'em out. That's ther kind
of a hairpin I am."
"I · am glad to hear you say that. You show
that you are made of the right sort of stuff.
Well, good-morning, Mr. Jones. We will be off
now. But say!"
"What is it?" queried the proprietor.
"Will you point out the Druse shanty, so I
can go there and take a look around?"
"Why, sartin," and Jones quickly came to the
door. "There it is, ther third one from ther end
of ther row over there to ther left." .
"Thank you. I'll let you know how we make
our later on/'
Wild then started down the single street toward the shanty that had been pointed out by
the proprietor of the Miners' Paradise. It was
only a small shanty and looked very much like the
rest that were there. But he might not have sugjtested which one it was, for some rough boards
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were nailed over the window in front and the
door was tightly closed, giving it a de;erted appearance. They saw no cne but three or four
women who we~·e the wives of miners as they went
along, and wl11le they stared at the youn<>' deadshot and his Chinese companion in a ~urious
wa:y-, the two pa_id no . attention but kept on
then· way, walkmg leisurely. Reaching the
shanty, Wild promptly tried the door. It was
not fastened, so he boldly . pushed it open and
peered inside. Save that the body of the mu1·dered man had been removed, things were in
about the same state as they had been when the
crime was discovered. The little furniture the
single ro om of the shanty contained was scattered about in wild disorder, and blood stains
showed plainly upon the floor.
While Young Wild West had never passed as
a detective to any great extent, he knew something of the ways ·o f such things, and he set himself promptly at work to make a search of the
p~~mises, hoping to find something in the way of
evidence. Hop knew what he was trying to do
so he lent all the aid he could. The two searched
a~out the interior of the shanty for fully ten
mmutes. At length Hop, in moving aside an
overturned stool, picked up a portion of a silver
watch-chain with the guard attached.
"Whattee lis, Misler Wild?" he asked,· as he
held it up before the eyes of the young deadshot.
"It's part of a watch-chain, Hop," was the
reply. "Where did you find that?"
"It allee samee gittee in um chair so be. Me
turnee um chain over° and !en me findee."
"Well, probably it belonged to the murdered
man._ I'll take it and we'll find out by and by."
Wild placed the piece of chain in his pocket
and then the search was continued. But nothing
further was found that might be the means of
giving them a clue, so at length they left the
shanty. As they went outside they found a
woman and a little girl standing near as though
they wanted to say something.
"Good-morning, ma'am," said our hero, pleasantly. "Do you live close to this shanty? "
"I live in the one right next to it. There it
is," was the reply.
"Well, I don't suppose you know anything about
what happened the night before last, do you?"
· "Not much," was the reply.
"Did you hear any cries for help, or anything
like that?"
"Yes, I heard quite a lot of yellin'," the woman
answered, shaking her head and looking very
solemn. "I was the first one to get outside, too.
My husband was sleepin' so sound that he didn't
wake up right away."
"Well, who was it that got here first after the
murder was discovered?"
"Four of the vigilantes got here first, though
I don't know how they could so quick."
"I see. Do you know their names?"
"Yes, I know the names they all go by, 'cause
I've seen 'em lots of times. I was one of the
first women to come to Bull Creek, you know,
an' I've got acquainted with about everybody
that's here. The names of the vigilantes what
was the first to get here are Andy, mp Hawley,
Bunker and Ribbon."
As our hero had heard one of the men w;,o
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was opposed to amending the Jaw called Rip
Hawley, he was now quite sure that he was on
. the right scent, and that the two Chinamen were
innocent of the crime charged to them. He made
her repeat the names again, so he would be sure
to remember the other two, and then he asked
her where the Chinamen had made their quarters _before the murder was committed.
"Right over there in a little tent," she answered, pointing out the spot. "The miners was so
mad at what had happened that they tore the
tent all to pieces. You can see some of the pieces
lying around there now."
This was a fact, for shreds of canvas and
pieces of rope and broken poles lay scattered
over the ground. Wild thanked her, ·and leaving her looking at him in a wondering way, he ·
led the way to the spot where the tent had been
destroyed.
"Now, then, Hop," said he, "l reckon we want
to look for the trail of the two Chinamen."
"Lat light, Misler Wild. We allee saµiee !indee
velly muchee quickee. .Um glound velly muchee
softee here."
There were so many footprints that it was hard
to distinguish those made by a Chinaman from
any of the rest, but after a while thev found
those that satisfied them had been made by Chinamen, and then followed them up. But the footprints led in all directions, it seemed, and it was
not until fully ten minutes had expired before
they came to a patch that led off toward the
wooded slope that lay back of the spot. Hop
led the way along the path, and when they had
,gone probably a couple of hundred yards he gave
an exultant cry and pointed to the ground. There
were the prints, sure e,nough, of the footgear
that is worn generally oy the natives of China.
"We findee allee light," said Hop, nodding his
head and" showing how confident he felt. "Ley
allee samee go to um woods, so be, Misler Wild."
"I reckon you are right, Hop. Well, we'll keep
on for half an hour, anyhow. Maybe we might
run across the two Chinamen."
The path was one that had not been used a
great deal, but as they followed it they occasionally saw footprints which showed where -the
ground was soft. When about a mile had been
covered, Wild and Hop found themselves at the
top of a hill, where the bushes and trees were
so thick that it was with no little difficulty that
they proceeded. They pushed on, however, and
when they had .gone something like half a mile
further on, a startled cry sounded from the left.
Pushing aside the bushes hurriedly, Wild was
just in time to get a glimpse of a fleeing Chinaman.
"Come on, Hop," he exclaimed, in a low tone
of voice. "I reckon we'll soon have them now.
I just saw one of them."
"You allee samee see um Chinee, Misler Wild?"
q_ueried Hop, eagerly.
"Yes, -but hurry up. He is running away. No
doubt he thinks we are after him for the purpose of hanging him."
Wild was already on the move. He ran lightly
through the bushes, and a minute later he saw
a Chinaman pass into an opening that seemed
to be the entrance of a cave.

CHAPTER VIL-Wild Interviews Andy .
Young Wild West knew the two Chinamen
would be very much frightened when they found
they were corne.red. He motioned Hop to be careful and not make too much noise, and when the
two came to the place where the Celestial had
disappeared, the boy placed his hand upon Hop's
shoulder and ·said:
"Now then, you just talk to them through the
opening."
"Allee light, Misler Wild."
The clever Chinaman lost no time in putting
his head into the mouth of the cave and then he
called out, in Chinese:
'
"Don't be afraid. We are frie11ds. I will come
in and talk to you."
The result was all that could be wished for
and the excited chattering of low voices caused
a smile to appear on our hero's face. Hop went
on in without hesitation, and after he had been
there a minute or two, Wild followed. He found
t~e three Chinamen ~alking away as though their
hves depended upon it. Hop was no doubt doing
his best to allay the fears of the two who had
been accused of the murder, and as Wild took
a seat upon a rock he found that he was making
pretty good headway. He let them go on talking
for another five minutes, and then he beckoned
for the two frightened ones to come to him
This they did rather timidly.
•
"You didn't kill the man and take his money
did you?" he asked, nodding to one of them.
'
"No," was the quick reply. "Um bad Melican
mans say we killee um miner; but we no killee.
We velly goodee Chinamen."
"Lat light, Misler Wild," spoke up Hop. "Ley
velly goodee Chinamen, so be."
"Never mind, Hop. You keep still for a while.
I want to ask them a few questions."
Then he proceeded to talk with them for fully
ten minutes, and the · result was that he was
firmly convinced that they were entirely innocent
of the crime, and that Andy and his companions
we1·e the guilty ones. But he knew it would
hardly do to take the two Chinamen back to the
mining camp with them. Nearly everybody there
was firmly convinced that they had committed
the murder and robbery, and that meant that it
would not be long before ropes would be around
their necks.
"Hop," said the young deadshot, "I think it will
be a good idea to let them stay 1·ight where they
are. We will go back to our camp, and then you
can fetch them something to eat. You can ride
horseback so you will get here all the quicker."
"Allee light, Misler Wild. Lat velly goodee
idea, so be."
The two Chinamen now seemed to realize that
they had indeed found friends, and they were profuse in their thanks. After cautioning them to
stay right where they were until Hop came back,
Wild started out of the cave, Hop following him.
They mounted to an ·elevation, and picking out a
course that w.ould lead them directly to their
camp, they set out. It took them fully an hour
to get there, but they did not mind this, for
they felt that the}' had done a good turn in the
interest of humanity. When Wild's partners and
the girls had heard what had been accomplished
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since he and Hop had left the camp, they were
not a little surprised.
"The v Jlains ! " exclaimed Arietta. "To think
that the\' would commit a murder and then acJ
cuse two innocent Chinamen of it."
"I 1·eckon there's plenty of them kind of galoots
in this world," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up. "They
was ther murderers all ther time, an' they was
makin' out that they was doin' ther best ter
avenge a poor feller what got killed. Why, they
even belonged ter ther vigilantes."
"\Veil, the chances are they won't belong to
them a great while longer," said Wild, shaking
his head and smiling. "I think that the quicker
they are attended to the better it will be."
"You kin bet your life it will," the scout declared. "But what are yer goin' ter do now,
Wild?"
"I am going to watch the four men and follow
them up," was the retort. "While we have quite
enough evidence against them, I would like to get
a little more. After Hop starts out with the
provisions for the two Chinamen, you and I will
take a walk over to Andy's shanty. I reckon it
won't be a bad idea to hold an interview with
him."
"Right yer are, Wild; that's jest what I was
goin' ter propose," and the scout grinned and
nodded his head.
It did not take Hop lon,g to get ready to set
out for the hiding place of the two accused Chinamen, and when he mounted his horse and rode
- away, Wild and Charlie turned their steps to
the mining camp. They paused at the Miners' ·
Paradise and found Jones, the proprietor, sound
asleep in the chair at the end of the b'ar. It
was quite evident that there was not much in
the way of business that morning in the place,
hut probably that was the way it generally was
during the day, since nearly all the men belonging at Bull Creek ·were industrious and worked
hard to accumulate the wealth they sought.
"Hello, Young Wild West," the proprietor called out, as he started to his feet. "Got one of
your pards with you this time, eh? Come right
in. Don't mind me, 'cause I was sleepin' a little.
There ain't nothin' else for me ter do, an' there
won't be until noon time, it ain't likely."
"Sorry to disturb you, Mr. Jones," the young
deadshot answered, as he stepped inside. "Hasn't
anyone been here since I went away with Hop
this morning?"
"Not a soul," was the reply.
"Well, I thought perhaps Andy mi,ght have
taken a notion to come over."
"Nope. He's either at his shanty or else he's ,
gone up on his claim. If he's got much of a
sore hand I don't s'pose he'll do much work,
though."
"Does he work hard as a rule?"
"Well, I reckon he keeps putty busy about ther
same as ther rest of ther men around here."
"Well, probably he's over at hi s shanty nursing
his wounded finger. We'll take a walk over there
and see him if you don't mind telling us which
shanty it is."
"Sartin, 1 don't mind tellin' yer. I'm here ter
give you any information I kin, Young Wild
West. You kin bet your life on that. I believe
abou t ther same way you do, though I don't know
I'll say anything right away. You go ahead
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an' try an' git thin~s dead to rights, an' then
I'll bear yer out in anything yer say. I'm
quite sartin that it was Andy an' some of his
friends what fixed Bill Druse, but I wouldn't
want to say that ter anyone else jest now."
"All right, Mr. Jones. I'm much obliged for
your information."
Charlie followed him out, and then Wild walked
directly to Andy's shanty, which, as has been al1·eady stated, was not far distant from the Miners'
Paradise. Reaching the door the young deadshot
knocked upon it. There was no response from
within, which told that Andy was not there, or
else he was not going to let it be known that he
was. Wild knocked again, and then boldly pushed
the door open. It did not take him but a few
seconds to find that the shanty was empty.
"He must have gone to his claim, Charlie," the
boy said, as he walked around the room and
then came back to the door where the scout stood
waiting. Suppose we take a walk up around
where the men are at work?"
"Jest as you say, \Vild," was the reply.
"Well, we might be able to find out something
·
by doing it. Come on."
"Closin,g the door after them, the two wended
their way to the slope that lay back of the double
line of shanties and tents. They could see several men in their short sleeves picking away
with picks and shovels, while others could be seen
along the banks of the creek washing dirt in the
pans they held in their hands. It certainly was
a scene of industry, for all seemed to be bent
upon the work they were doing. Bob Shotwell
happened to be the first man they recognized,
and turning their steps toward him they rapidly
came to the bank of the creek, where he sat
upon his haunches picking out tiny particles from
a pan that was half filled with dirt.
"Good-morning, captain," said Wild. "While
this is not the first time we have met this morning, I will say good-morning, anyhow. It seems
to sound .all right, I reckon."
"It sartinly does, Young Wild West," replied
the miner, rising to his feet. "What brings yer
around this way?"
"Wild looked around, and finding that there
was no one close enough to overhear him, he
said, in a low tone of voice:
"We are looking for the murderers of Bill
Druse?"
"Is that so? Well, I hope you don't expect them
Chinamen ter be anywhere around here, do yer?"
"Oh, we are not looking for any Chinamen."
"What!" and the captain of the vigilantes
!traightened up and looked much surpri sed .
"That's right, captain! I've heard quite enough
thi s morning to make me believe that the Chmamen are not the guilty parties at all. I believe
someone else did it and laid it to them."
The expression of surpri se on Bob Shotwell's
face gradually changed to one of expectancy.
'·Who do yer thing done it, then?" he asked,
eagerly, as he took a step toward the boy.
"I'm not prepared to say just yet. While I
have my suspicions, it wouldn't be right for me
to mention anybody's name, for there is a possibility that I might be wrong, after all."
"I see. Well, I ain't goin' ter try an' coax yer
ter tell me. But maybe I kin sorter iwess myself."
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"Well, don't guess, Captain Bob. But say!
where is the claim that is owned by the man
called Andy?"
''I thought so," and the vigilante gave a chuckle
and nodded 'his head vigorously.
·
Then he pointed to the left and added:
"That's Andy's claim over there-ther one
where ther two pine trees stand close together
at ther top of ther hill."
"All right; much obliged to you. I reckon we'll
take a walk up there. He might feel like showing us his wounded l1and."
"No, he won't feel 1ike d,oin' that," declared
the miner, shaking his head. "I'm well satisfied
that he's ther galoot your pard shot at last
night."
"Don't make the mistake and think my partner
shot at him, Captain Bob. He simply shot at
the knife he held in his hand, you know."
"Well, it's about ther same thing, I reckon.
He hit what he shot at, anyhow, an' he sorter
clipped a finger, too, it seems."
Shotwell stood watching the two as they wended their way toward And~'s claim. When Wild
turned back and saw him still standing there he
made up his mind that the lea der of the vigilantes
was more than half of the opinion that Andy
knew mo1·e about the murder than he cared to
tell. They passed several of the miners on the
way to the spot, and all spoke pleasantly to them
until they came to one who acted ve1-y.-surly. This
'iappened to be the fcllo v called Bunker, one
of those who had voted against changing the law
in re,gard to Chinamen.
"I reckon you don't seem to be in very good
humor this morning, my friend," Wild could not
help sayihg, as he paused near where he was
working.
"Well, I'm mindin' my own business, I reckon,"
was the reply.
"That's right, go ahead and . mind it. We
shan't bother you just now."
He walked on, and soon came upon Andy, who
w~sitting upon a rock puffing away at his pipe.
He did not see them until they were within a
few feet of him, and when he looked up and
recognized Young Wild West he gave a violent
start. Wild had not quite made up his mind
what he was going to say when he got there,
but he now decided to beat around the bush, so
to speak.
"Hello, Andy!"·he said, as he walked up and
sat down near him. "So here's where you are,
is it?"
"I reckon this is where I oughter be," was the
reply. "This are my claim."
"I see. But say, why is it that you refused to
take the rag off your hand-I see you have
simply got a finger wrapped up now?"
"Well, I don't know as I've got t er do everything anybody wants me ter," was the surly 1·etort.
"Certainly you haven't. But don't you think it
would have been much better for everyone concerned if you had done as you were requested
·
by the captain of the vigilantes?"
"I don't see how."
"Well, if you really cut your finger with a
knife, the wound would show 1r plainly. That
would have diverted all suspicion •'rom you as to
being the prowler around our citmp last night."

"Well, I say I did cut my finger, an' I reckon
that's enough. My word is as good as anyone
else's."
"Well,' I don't know about that, but I sup:)ose
you will have your own way about it. Whe 1 toni,~ht comes no doubt you will step up and prove
yourself innocent of the suspicion that rests upon
you."
"You kin be.t your life, I will, Young Wild
West."
"Have you any idea which way the Chinamen
:went after they committed the crime?" asked Wild
after a pause.
"Not ther least," was the reply. "We've hunted
hig'1 ac1' low for 'em, an' we couldn't find 'em."
"I should like to see them caught, for I think
they should be punished-if they really did murder Bill Druse."
· "Why, who did do it if they didn't?" queried
Andy, as he looked at the boy sharply.
_
"Maybe you did."
The man sprang to his feet, his face turning
deathly pale.
"What do yer mean by that, boy?" he demanded, with a hiss.
"Oh, I don't know as I mean an ything by it,
Andy," was the cool reto1-t. "I just merely s!lid
it, that's all."
"But I want you to understand that I ain't a
man what would kill any man for his money.
But I would kill a galoot if it was ter save my
own life, though."
"Well, I hardly believe you would do that,
Andy. My opinion of you is that you are one
of the sort who would stab a man in the back,
or put a bullet through him when he wasn't
lookw,g. But never mind. We won't get into any
argument about it. Be sure that you show up
at sunset, and clear yourself of the suspicion.
If you don't the chances are that someone will
have the opinion that it Was you who killed Bill
Druse and not the two heathens who have been
accused of the crime."
So saying Wild walked on, and for once in his
life Charlie did not put in a word.

CHAPTER VIII.-The Villains Take Flight.
Andy sat back upon the rock he had been
sitting upon when Young Wild West and the scout
approached. He looked at the receding forms of
the two in silence, and when they had disappeared
beyond the rise in the ground he smote his hand
with his clenched fist and exclaimed:
•' Great ginger! That boy has found out somethin' as sure as guns. I reckon somethin' has
got ter be done right away. We've ,got ter leave
Bull Creek as soon as possible. I'll go an' see
Rip Hawley right away." ·
The villain acted like a frightened dog now.
He shot a glance over his shoulder in the direction Wild and Charlie had taken, and seeing
nothing of them, started off to find Hawley. It
happened that the latter was ju t taking a rest
in the shade of a big tree, and when he saw Andy
hurrying toward him, his face very pale, he
sprang to his feet in alarm.
"What's ther trouble?" he asked, excitedly.
"There's plenty of trouble, Rip," was the reply.
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"You said you was ,goin' ter stick ter me, didn't
yer?"
"I sartinly did, an' you kin bet I am, too."
"Well, then, we've got ter git away from this
part of ther country as soon as possible."
"How is that?"
"Well, Young Wild West asked me if I didn't
kill Bill Druse."
""What !"
"That's jest what he said, an' it ain't only
three or four minutes agp, either."
"How do yer s'pose lie knows ;mything about
it?" asked Hawley, who " ' as · now almost as pale
as his friend.
'·I don't know about that. But he does know,
as sure as anything. I s'pose he has been
tellin' Bob Shotwell an' ther rest about it, too.
He come up there that way, yer know."
"Which way did ther young galoot go?"
"Over that way," and Andy pointed · in the
direction.
·'Well, then, if we've got ter leave here we
might as well do it rigl;lt away. You go an' git
R:bbon an' I'll find Bunker. It happens that
I'm ther only one what ain't got a horse, so I'll
have ter git one. Do yer know what I'm gain'
t.er do, Andy?"
"What?" came the question.
"I'm goin' ter steal Young Wild West's ho1·se.
I'Ye heard quite some talk about that sorrel
stallion of his. They say there ain't nothin' in
ther line of horse-flesh as kin keep up with him.
That's ther animal I'm gain' ter ride away from
Bull Creek on."
Something like admiration showed on the face
of Andy as he listened to this declaration.
"You have got ter go to ther camp of Young
Wild West ter ,git ther stallion, though, Rip,"
·
he said, after a pause.
"I know that; all four of us might as ·well go
r
there. Maybe it will be worth our while. Since
Young- Wild West aQ one of his pard s ain't
there now, there's only a boy an' them two Chinamen an' ther gals. \Von't it be easy for four
of us .to sneak up an' surprise 'em? Well, I
rnrter think so. We might as well be hanged
for a sheep as a lamb, as ther old sayin' goes.
Now you go an' find Ribbon an' hurry up about
it."
So saying, Hawley gathered up the tools he
had been working with, and placing them where
he usually kept them at night, he left the spot,
heading straight for the place where he knew
he would find the man called Bunker. Andy
hastened for the claim that Ribbon owned, and
finding him without delay, he told him what was
in the wind. Of course, the villain was a little
surprised and frightened as well. But he readily
fell into the plan to leave the camp, and at once
started to get his horse.
"You had better stock up with somethin' ter
eat, an' get a little whisky, too," advised Andy.
"All right," was the reply. "But I ain't goin'
ter be very long about doin' it. We kin git a
good twenty miles away from here by noon, if we
look sharp."
"Well, we'll meet down ther creek where we
come upon Young Wild West last night in ther
dark. You jest go straight there as soon as you
,git fitted out, an' if all of us ain't there it won't
be long afore we will be."
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Then Andy started for his cabin, taking care
to keep as much out of sight as possible. He
went to the little shack in the rear of it, and
saddled a bony mustang. Then he gathered together a few cooking utensils and some clothing
he had, and packing them into as small a bundle
as possible, he was ready to strike out. Taking
the horse by the bridle he led him through the
woods until he got to the other side of a strip
of timber. Then he mounted and l'Ode slowly to
the spot where he had agreed to meet the rest of
the villains. It happened that he was the first
one to get there, and dismounting, he sat down
under a tree and waited. It was not long before
Bunker appeared. He, too, was mounted, and
quickly sliding from the back of his horse, }{e
said:
"Ain't Ribbon got here yet?"
"No," Andy replied, uneasily.
But just then they heard hoof-beats, and then
they saw the man they were talking about coming around a bend a couple of hundred yards
away.
"Good!" exclaimed Bunker. "Now then, Rip
says we're ter ride as close to ther camp of
Young Wild West as ,\'e kin without bein' seen.
He'll be waitin' there. He's made up his mind
ter git Young Wild West's sorrel stallion, yer
know."
"Yes, I know."
As soon as they were joined by ·Ribbon they
talked it over for a minute, and then they all
turned and rode slowly toward the camp of our
friend s. It being less than a mile away. all they
had to do was to ride along the bank of the
creek. The fact that the woods was near them
at this spot enabled them to proceed without being
observed by any of the miners at work on the
slope that lay beyond. They managed to get
within about two hundred yards of the ·s pot where
our friends had camped, and then dismoun in~
they tied their horses and walked forwa/d
through the bushes, not caring to venture in
the open. When they got to within about two
hundred feet of the camp they were met by Rip
Hawley, who carried a lariat which was swung
over his shoulder. In , his right hand he held
a revolver, and his face expressed nothing- but
grim determination. The fact was that Rip Hawley had more courage than any of the rest, and
sinee he had made up his mind that he was
going to steal Young Wild West's horse to ride
away with, he had kept his mind upon that subject almost entirely.
"Now then, you fellers keep up your nerve
an' do as I say," he observed. "I don't want ter
make you believe that Im your leader jest now,
but I s'pose I kin do it about as well as any of
us."
"That's right," nodded Andy. · "You go ahead.
Whatever you say we'll do."
"All ri,ght, then. You come along witli me."
He led the .way, and the others followed him,
though they acted in anything but a confident
way. It was not long before they had reached
the fringe of bushes that was right at the south
of the camp, and then as they peered througn
them they saw that there was no one thel'.e but
a Chinaman. It so happened that the girls had
expressed a desire to walk over to the store in
the mining camp, and Jim, thinking it would be
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Eafe to leave the camp in charge of Wing, had
gone with them. They had not been away from
the spot more than two or three minutes when
the villains came in view of it.
"Well, what do yer think of that?" said Rip,
in a whisper, while he gave a chuckle of satisfaction. "They've all gone away but one of ther
heathens. I reckon things couldn't have turned
out any better if we had been responsible for it,
boys."
"It's sartinly a mighty good chance ter go
ahead an' clean out ther camp," retorted Andy,
as he nursed his wounded hand and nodded his
head.
~
"That heathen is sound asleep, too, if I'm any
judge;'' spoke up Bunke!·.
This was indeed the case. Wing had a way
of falling asleep dul'ing the day, when there was
nothing for him to do, and he was now snoring
"' away in sound slumber. Satisfying themselves
that he was really the only one there, the four
villains now crept stealthily into the camp.
"What will we do with ther heathen?" asked
Bunker, shrugging his shoulders and feeling the
handle of his hunting knife.
"We won't kill him," spoke up Hawley, sharply.
"I reckon we've done enough of that business
jest now. We'll jest pounce on ther heathen an'
bind an' gag him. We'll tie him to a tree so he
can't git away. That's ther first thing on ther
programme,_ boys. Come on."
Hawley then stepped forward lightly, and the
next minute he had seized the sleeping Chinaman and clapped a heavy hand over his month.
There were plenty to hold him, so in spite of his
struggles Wing was quickly overpowered and
gagged. Then he was dragged to a tree and tied
to it, so he could not move.
"There yer are, heathen," said Hawley, smiling
grimly. "When Young Wild West comes back
you kin tell him that we've been here an' cleaned
things out. Now then, boys, you go ahead an'
make a search 9f ther premises. I'll take charge
of that horse I want so bad."
The three promptly obeyed his instructions.
They made a search through the tents for money,
but found none. As they did not have a very
large stock of provisions they selected what they
wanted from the stores of our ·friends, and packing them into bundles, they turned and went to
their horses. By this time Hawley had saddled
Spitfire and was waiting for them. "What ditl yer find?" he asked.
"Nothin' in ther way of money," Andy retorted,
shaking his head. "But I hardly expected that.
It's most likely they carry ther money with 'em."
"Ain't ther heathen got anything on him?"
"I forgot to look. We'll soon pnd out about
that."
Hawley ran forward himself now, and a search
was made of the "chinaman's clothing. It proved
that he had something like two hundred dollars
on his person, and this was quickly divided among
the four.
•
"Now then," said Hawley, nodding his head
and sn+iling, "I reckon we may as well be off.
Andy·, I s'pose you would like ter stay around
here \on,g enough to fix Young Wild West. But
that won't do. We'll be riskin' our lives if we
try anything like that. ' We'll have ter let it go as
it is. What we want ter do is ter git as far

away as possible by ther time Young Wild West
gits back here."
"You ain't goin' ·ter ther cave, then?" remarked
Andy, looking thoughtful.
·
"What's ther use of goin' there? It won't do
for us ter hang around here. If we done that
they would sure find us afore very long."
"Well, all right, then. But accordin' to what
~unker says ther cave lays_ right in ther direction we had better take. We might stop there
long enough ter see what it looks like."
"It's a fine place, all right," declared Bunker,
nodding his head, "Of course, it would be better ter go that way," and he pointed in the direction which seemed best to take, since it led toward the wildest part of the surroundings.
They all mounted now, and after taunting the
helpless Chinaman a little, they turned and rode
away from the spot, taking to the woods which
lay close at hand. Bunker seemed to know the
way better than any of the rest, and they rode
along quite rapidly in spite of the fact that the
way was very rough for the most part. It was
not so .very long after they left the camp they
had ra1deq when they came to the near vicinity
of the cave.
"There it is right back of them bushes " declared Bunker, as he dismounted. "I reckon 'we've
got time eno h ter take a look in, if yer want
ter."
"What's the ~use?" spoke up Hawley, shaking
his head. "We ain't goin' ter stop there so what's
ther use of lookin' at it?"
'
"All right, jest as you say."
The other two agreed with the leader, so they
rode on. When they had covered another mile they struck a broken trail which led to the south
and if it were followed to the end would lead
all the way t,o Silver City. The villains knew
this, so they decided to keep on in that direction. They knew they would be apt to strike a
mining camp before they got to Silver City but
th~t made little difference, so long as they 'kept
gomg further away from Bull Crook. Wlten noon
came they halted for a rest. Hawley was very
careful not to give the sorrel stallion, which had
show~d signs of trying to get away on several
occasions, a chance to escape. He tied h.m
tightly with the lariat, all the while chuckling at
ha:vi_ng come into possession of such a fine steed.
"Boys, I reckon we can't afford to wait very
long here, 'cause I've got an idea that Young
Wild West will follow our trail."
"Let him come," spoke up Andy in a boasting
way. "If I kin only git a shot at him, I reckon
he'll never follow another trail, that's all."
They ate their food and swallowed it down with
whisky and water, and then after about twenty
minutes' rest they mounted their horses and set
out. Not one of them now believed there was
any doubt that they would eventually ;,irrive at
Silver City. But this they were never to do as
. the sequel will prove.
'
CHAPTER IX.-Wild in Pursuit.
Hop had no difficulty in :finding his way back
to the cave where the two Chinamen had been
left. He was much pleased at being able to be
of some service to a pair of his own people, and
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"Nowlen," said he, taking each by the arm, "you
for the time being all thoughts of joking left
him entirely. When he 1·eached the cave he dis- sittee down lere, and you sittee down lere. You
mounted and finding the opening large enough lookee light at each other and havee ·velly nicec
for the purpose, he led his horse' inside. At first timee smokee. Me telle you lillee stoly 'boutee
he could see nothing of the two Chinamen, which my uncle, so be."
The two obeyed him without delay, and then
told that they were not sure that it was not an
enemy coming in and must have hidden them- Hop calmly took a seat on a rock at a safe disselves. But they soon appeared, and when Hop tance and prepared himself for a good laugh.
"Me gottee um uncle in China whattee velly
put before them the food he had brought they
expressed their thanks over and over again. The muchee smartee," he be,gan.
His listeners nodded and puffed away at the
clever Chinaman had brought water, too, and he
.
lost no time in seeing that they had all they cigars.
"He allee samee gleat magician," went on Hop.
wanted of it.
Again they nodded and puffed harder than
"You no eatee too muche, my ftiends," he said,
after he had' watched them in silence for a few ever.
"One day my uncle go to um empelor, and um
minutes. "You gettee plenty more by and by, so
empelor say if he showee velly nicee lillee tlick
be."
One of th.em answered him in Chinese, but Hop he give my uncle um million dollee. My uncle
say allee light, but he 'fl.aid he no makee nicee
shook his head natl 1·eto".rted:
"No talkee Chinese in Melica, my ftiend. Be lillee tlick, so he comee to me and tellee me to
go to um empelor and makee nicee lillee tlick, and
allee samee likee Melican man, so be."
"Allee light," was the reply, and then the Jen me allee samee gittee um million dollee."
His hearers stared at him in astonishment now,
other Celestial showed just the vestige of a smile
and stopped puffing for a moment.
on his yellow countenance.
"You go light on and smokee, so be, my ftiends,"
When Hop thought they had eaten quite enough
for the time, he motioned them to let the rest admonished Hop.
They started to obey. We say started, for that
alone. Then he carefully · gathered up the food,
and putting it back in the bag he had taken it is about all they did, for at that very moment
from, he looked around for a place to store it the cigar the Chinaman on the left was smoking
until it might be needed again. He soon found suddenly exploded, sending out a streak of red
a niche at the side of the cave, and as he placed fire almost into the very face of the other. He
uttered a yell of fear, and promptly fell over
the bag there, he said:
"Now len, you allee samee ·waitee till um sun backward. Bang! The other cigar exploded
gittee velly low. Len you eatee some more, so be. with a loud report, scattering the pieces of tobacYoung Wild West allee samee fixee lat. You co all over the cave, and sending the smoker to
ever hear of Young Wild West, um champion the floor in a confused heap.
"So me go to um empelor," went on Hop, just
deadshot?"
It happened that neither of the Chinamen ever as though nothing had happened at all, "and he
had, so Hop proceded to explain to them what tellee me lat. if me no makee nicee lillee 1;!ick
sort of a boy he was. When he had lauded the he allee samee cuttee my head off."
Then, just as though he realized that no one
name of the young deadshot to the skies, he decided to say something about himself, so he was listening to him, he started to his feet and
called out:
added:
"Whattee mattee? You no hear me telle um
"Me allee samee velly muche Iikee Young Wild
West, my ftiends. Me shoo tee velly muchee stoly, so be?"
One of his victims was sitting up looking
stlaight, and me no 'ftaid of anythling. Maybe
around him in a frightened way, while the other
you no believee lis."
But both certainly did believe, it, and they lay upon the ground as though he was expectinfY
acted as though they really did, though probably every moment to be his last. Hop walked over
that was due to the fact that they were so thank- and assisted the latter to rise.
"You no hurtee," he declared, shaking his head
ful for Hop's kindness, and they did not want
to say or do anything that tmight offend him in "Something fu;nn y with um cigar s."
0n hearing this the other brightened u p 11
the least. Hop's sense of humor had returned
to him, and he made up his mind to have some little. His cigar ha d been blown to pieces, and as
fun with his two fellow countrymen right then it lay near him he picked it up and made an examination of it. The big hollow in it told him
and there.
"You likee smokee um cigar?" lie queried as he quite plainly tha t it must have contained some
sort of explosive.
drew forth three or four and showed them.
"Lat allee light Misler Hop," he said, a s he
The cigars Hop held in his hand were loaded
with gunpowder, colo1·ed foe, and the like. He got upon his feet. "You allee samee puttee
always made it a point to have some of them powdee in um cigar."
Hop shook his head.
with him, and it was very often that he made
"No, my fliend," he declared. "Um man in um
quite a lot of fun with them. •Hop certainly considered it no harm to frighten a couple of China- mining camp allee samee ,givee me lem cigars.
men. They eagerly accepted the cigars, and then Maybe he wantee makee lillee fun with he. But
Hop proceeded to light one himself. But his me keepee um cigars and me allee samee givee
cigar was all right. He had a fondness for Mexi- to ·my ftiends."
It took quite a time to satisfy the other that
can cigars, and the stronger they were the better he liked them. He struck a match, and after it was nothing more than a joke, and even then
li,ghting his own he helped his new friends to he seemed to have his doubts about it. Thing.;
had just become quieted down when the sharp
a light.
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ears of Hop caught the sound: made by horses'
"Have you got a pretty good horse, Mr. Jones?"
hoofs. In stantly he raised · his hand for silence, he asked.
and then he crept noi selessly to the mouth of the
"I've got about ther best one there is in Bull
cave. Peering from behind a rock he soon saw . Creek," wa the reply.
four men riding up. Then it was that Hop gave
"Well, I would like to hire him for a while.
a violent start, fo r on e of the men was mounted A horse thief ha taken my sorrel stallion, and
upon Young Wild \Vest's sorrel stallion. It oc- I want to P-et in pursuit at once."
curred to him right away that the four villains
"A horse thief!" echoed Jones, in astonishment.
were leaving the mining camp, and that one of
"Yes, and he's one of Andy's chums, too. I
them had stolen YouP.,g Wild West's horse. He may as well tell you right here that the four
made up his mind that the scoundrels must not members of the vigilance committee \\'ho voted
get very far. Waiting until he heard the brief against amending the law this morning have taken
conve1sation that occurred before the cave, and a notion to quit the cainp. Do you happen to
r;eeing the men go on their way, he ran back know whether they all had horses or. not?"
io the two Chinamen and sa,id :
"Well, Andy had a horse, I'm sartin of. an' so
"Me gottee go velly muchee quickee. "Um b:1d did Bunker an' Ribbon, if them two is with
Melican mans allee samee stealee Young Wild 'em."
Wesi's horse. Me gottee go and tellee Misler
"How about the fellow called Rip Ha,\·Jey? "
Wild. You stay here ·md pletty soonee me comee
"He didn't have no horse, " declared Jones."
back."
"Well, then, it must be he was has stolen mine.
Thoug~ considerably astonished at hearing this Let me have your horse right away, will you?"
the two were perfectly willing to do as Hop said,
"Go right out in ther stable an' git him, Young
and they promptly spoke to that effect. Leading Wild West."
his horse from the cave, Hop mounted and startWild was not long in finding the horse, which
ed for the camp as fast as he could go over the was a rather bony gray steed, but looked as
rugged patli. When Hop finally reached the camp though there was considerable speed left in him,
he found no one there but Wing, and when he even if not a great deal of endurance. '\Vild
saw him gagged and bound to a tree he was more quickly found a saddle and bridle, and it was
astonished than he had been in a long time.
not Jong before he was leadJng the horse out of
"Whattee mattee, my blother?" he cried, as the stable. He mounted, and rode away at a
he quickly dismounted and ran for ward.
gallop before Charlie and Jim came up to join
But of course Wing could make no reply, since him. He had heard enough from Hop to know
t he gag prohibited him from doing that. But where to go to take up the trail, so he headed
two or th1·ee strokes from Hop's knife set him straight in that "direction.
free, and tearing the gag from his mouth, the
"You seem to be willing, all right, old fellow,"
cook cried out sharply:
the young deadshot said, as he patted the horse
"Four bad man s allee samee Job um camp, my on the neck, "but I doubt if you can hold out so
blather. Ley takee Misler Wild's horse, too, so very long. But you have got to do your best,
be. Lis velly muchee bad."
.
if you never did before. Spitfire must be saved."
"Lat light," admitted Hop. "Me know ley takee
On galloped the gray steed over the soft ground.
um Spitfire. Where Misler Wild? Where Misler The slope was gradually ascended, and th.e n Wild
Jim? Where Missee Alietta ?"
was not long in finding the fresh trail made by
"Missee Alietta wantee allee samee go. to um the four villains. But he knew they must have
store, so evelybody go," exclaimed Wing.
easily half an hour the start of him, and that
Hop was not more than a minute in reaching meant. that it was going to be slow work in
the store, and when he saw Jim sitting on the overtaking them. Whoever it was riding Spitfire
stoop he promptly dismounted and hurriedly ex- could easily get away if he took the notion. But
plained to him what had happened. Dart was the boy figured that it was hardly likely he
not a little surprised, of course.
would leave his three companions in the lurch.
"I reckon we've g·ot to move lively, Hop," he This would enable him to overtake them. The
said. "Ah! here comes Wild and Charlie now." gray horse showed remarkable speed, however,
Sure enough, the youn11: deadshot and the scout and when half an hour had passed, Wild was
were seen leisurely walking toward them. Jim hopeful that he might hold out to the finish. But
ran to meet them, and in a very few words he it happened that when he had covered about five
told what had happened .
miles the ground became so hard and rocky .:that
"Great gimlets!" P.xclaimed Cheyenne Charlie. it was impossible to find the trail any longer.
"That's what I call putty .good nerve. So they Then it was that the boy chose the rocky course
ransacked ther camp an' took what they wanted, and it was not uµtil noon that he struck th~
an' then one of 'em rides away on Spitfire, does rocky trail that had been taken by the four fugihe? Well, I reckon that galoot ain't goin' ter git tives. The gray steed was pretty well tired out
very far."
qy thi s time, so the young deadshot saw the neces"They've got a very good start, Charlie," spoke sity of givin,g him a breathing spell. This he
up our hero, calmly, fo1· he was not the least bit did, waiting a good ten minutes, for he knew he
excited. "You and ·Jim can go and get your would gain more by doing it than he would by
horses right away. I'll try and find one some- keeping on until the animal became completely
where to join you. Hop, you explain to the girls exhausted. As yet he saw no signs of his two
and tell them to wait at the camp till we come partners, though it occurred to him that they
back. I'll have Spitfire if I have to ride all \ must have reached the trail and passed that way.
day to get him."
There were so many hoof-prints showing that
Seeing Jones standing in front of rs 1·esort, it was difficult to tell whether they had or not,
Wild started quickly toward him.
but before mounting he made a close examination
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of the ground and satisfied himself that more of keeping- up the fight, urged the :mrrel forward
than four horses had passed that way recently. and galloped across an open spot. Wild glanced
In less than half an hour he came upon a wel- at his arm and saw that it was but a scratch
come sight. He saw the four villains just mount- he had received, though the blood was trickling
ing their horses to ride away. There was no from the wound.
·
mistaking them, for they were less than two hu"All right, my fine fellow," he exclaimed undred yards ahead. Urgmg the gray forward, the der his breath. "I'll get you now. I ~ould
boy unslung his Winchester. He was resolved like to take you alive, for I consider you to be
to get possession of his horse if he had to shoot the most dangerous of the four."
the rider in order to do it. It happened that the
After stopping to pick up his rifle he rode on
trail was pretty straight right there, and the after the fleeing villain, his revolver gripped
clatter of hoofs behind them being heard by the tightly in his hand. For some reason unknown
fcur villains caused them to turn and see who it to the writer, the ~orrel was not ·g oing as fast
was after them. Then it was that Rip Hawley as he should have done under the conditions.
uttered a defiant shout and turned off sharply Hawley did his best to urge him along, but it
from the trail, leaving his three companions to seemed as though the intelligent steed knew his
fight it out with the dashing young deadshot. own master was close by and desired him to
,vild saw that the villain was bent on getting give up. Suddenly Spitfire began t:J buck. But
a way, he no doubt thinking that he could do it happened that Hawley was a pretty good
this because of the wonderful speed the sorrel horseman, ·and he quickly overcame this difficulty
had. But Wild went to the right to take a short and got him going straight ahead again. But
cut, hoping to gain upon him by doing so. As Wild was gaining rapidly now, and though he
he was riding toward the top of a little hill a knew the gray was all but done for, he hoped to
rifle cracked and a bullet whistled past his head. be able to reach the fugitive to settle accounts
I nstantly the boy's Winchester turned around in with him and regain possession of his horse.
t he direction the shot had .,come fron.1,. He saw ,_ Suddenly the sorrel made a plunge to the left
one of the men in the act of firing again, and an9 before his viHainous rider could restrai:r{
unhesitatingly he took a quick aim and pressed him he was darting almost directly across Wild's
the trigger. Crang ! As the report rang out path at the foot of a little hill. As this happened
the man called Bunker threw up his arms and a shout sounded behind our hero, and, turning
fell to the ground.
·
his head he saw one of the villains coming to the
"I reckon that settles you," muttered the young aid of their leader. It was Ribbon. Brandishing
deadshot. "Now then, to catch Spitfire."
his gun, he called out:
"Stop, Young Wild West, or I shoot."
Wild paid no attention to him, for he had his
~ttention riveted upon Hawley now. Crack! As
the report rang out Wild felt a sharp sting on
CHAPTER X.-Conclusion.
the hand of his forefinger, and before he knew
For the
1it the revolver fell from his grasp.
Ri p Hawley certainly passessed more fighting second tinie in the past two or three minutes he
blood than his companions, and when he saw had been hit, which· \\ as something unusual
Yow1,~ Wild West coming it _flashed upon his mind since it always seemed that the boy bore ~
that the only course for him to pursue was to charmed life. But the bullet had merely grazed
leave his companions in the lurch and fight it his finger, and though it was bleedin,o-, it did
out with the boy, should he still keep up the not hinder him in l1is determination to settle
pursuit. He knew he had under him the swiftest accounts with Hawley. A few more leaps of the
horse he had ever seen, and that made him feel horse and he was directly upon the fugitive. But
as though he stood a good chance of tettin,g then something happened! The gray had done its
away. But at the same ti:ine he felt that it would best and now gave out. As the horse was
be much to his credit if he could lay the young dropping under him, Wild made a lightning leap
deadshot low with a bullet. He heard the shots and landed upon . the back of the sorrel, catching
fired as he rode away to the right, but he never a grip on the outlaw's arm.
turned his head. Two minutes later he glanced
"I've got you, you scoundrel!" cried the boy
over his shoulder, however, and saw the gray as he clung to the villain and managed to get
horse coming swiftly toward him.
astride of the sorrel behind him. "You thought
The villain shot a glance ahead of him and you would get away with my horse, but I reckon
saw that the trail he was following turned sharp- you're done for."
ly to the left, a high bank running to a point
"Not yet, Young Wild West!" screamed Hawright there. Straight for this point he rode, and ley, in desperation. "Let go of me, or I'll kill
as he rounded the point he reined in the sorrel you."
sharply. Turning in the saddle he waited for
He endeavored to bring the butt of his rethe boy to come into view. The next minute our volver upon the boy's head in a heavy blow, but
hero came dashing up. He had no idea that Wild was too quick for him. A quick move en
Hawley had stopped there, and it was not until his part and he clutched the scoundrel by the
the sharp report sounded that he knew of his throat. The grip Wild had was a terrible one
danger. A sting upon his right wrist told him when he was aroused, and he rel'tainly was
that he had been hit, and involuntari1y he re- aroused to action now.
leased his grasp upon the Winchester he was
"You'll kill me, will you ?" he exclaimed. "Well,
holding in his hand. Pulling in the steed sharply, I hardly think so. I've got you , Hawley. I've
he managed to get back out of sight of his foe. got you!"
·
Having partly disabled the boy, Hawley instead
The villain gasped and choked, for the grip was
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tightening about his throat, while Wild still held
his arm a though it were in a vise. In just
two seconds Hadley let the revolver d1·op from
his hand. He was giving in! Meanwhile Spitfire was going along at a center, for the 1·eins
lay loose upon his neck, and not having Wild to
guide him, it was evident that he was at a los,s
just what to do. Hawley put all his strength
into one more stl'uggle, and once he came very
nea1· freeing himself from the boy's grasp. But
as he relaxed the grip became all the tighter
about his throat. His eyes bulged from their
5ockets, and he was- gradually turning black in
the face. Wild knew he had him now, though he
did not lose any of his caution. He felt that he
mu st choke the man to insensibility, and then
throw him from the saddle. It all took place in
less than a minute, and suddenly Hawley began
~waying in the saddle, limp and helpless. With
a mighty effort Wild hurled him from the back
of the sorrel, having all he could do to retain
his own position. Thud! The villain fell to
the ground in a heap, and then quickly slipping
into the saddle, the young deadshot grasped the
reins and called out, sharply :
"Whoa, Spitfhe!"
He had hardly brought the animal to a halt
when the crack of a rifle sounded. Then he looked off to the left and saw Charlie and Jim riding at full speed, the former wit}l a smoking
rifle in his hand. It was only natural that he
should turn and look behind him then, and when
he saw Ribbon's horse walking along without a
rider he knew what had happened. The scout
had shot the villain.
""Hello, boys!" Wild called out, waving his
hand. "I reckon you managed to get in to see
the finish. But where were you so long?"
"Followin' y01u trail, Wild," the scout answered, as he came riding up. "We left it to our
horses to do it when we could no longer see
ther hoof-prints. But I reckon evervthing is
all right now. Ther galoots is all gone. We
dropped one of 'em back there, an' found one
which I s'pose you must have shot, an' then
we come on an' was just in time ter fix another.
What did yer do, put your knife in Hawley?"
"No, Charlie," was the reply. "I simply choked
him. I don't believe he is dead. I reckon we
had better go and see."
At this the scout quickly turned his horse in
the direction of the spot where the leader of the
four villains was lying motionless upon the
ground. He quickly dismounted, and as he bent
over the man he saw right away that he was
dead. The fellow had broken his neck, and
even though he might not have been dead at the
time, that was quite enough to finish him.
"He's a goner, ·wild," said Charlie, waving his
hat. "He broke his neck, I reckon, 'cau se his
head is twisted right under him."
Charlie saw that Wild was bleedi:1g on the
wrist and finger, so he quickly brought some
bandages and ointment into play and soon had
him fixed up.
"Now then, I reckon we had better go through
the clothes of these galoots; most likely they
cleaned out Wing afore they left our camp," he
said.
Char lie ,ms not long in going through the

pockets of the two dead men. He took all the
money they had, and then when Wild was ready
to ,go on they all mounted thefr horses and rode
back to where the others lay. The bodies were
relieved of the money and valuables they had, the
same as the others had been, and then there was
nothing left to do but to ride back to the mining
camp. The gray was not dead, so Wild insisted
on leading the animal back.
"I bonowed him of Jones, you know," he explained.
It took them a rather long time to get back
to Bull Creek, since the gray could not go very
fast. They arrived there about the middle of
the afternoon. Our friends received a cheer as
they rode in, and then it was not long before matters were, fully explained.
"Now then," said Wild, turning to Bob Shotwell, "is there anyone here who believes that the
two Chinamen were guilty of the murder of Bill
Druse?"
"No, no," went up the shout.
"All right, then," and the young deadshot gave
a nod and walked over to where the girls ,vere
standing, for they had come into the camp when
they saw Wild and his pai·tners riding in from a
distance. "You may as well change your law
and permit the two heathens to remain here and
work, the same a they were doing before the
murder was committed."
_
"We'll do that right away, Young Wild West,"
the captain of the vigilantes answered. "But
how are we goin' ter find the two heathens?"
"I'll send Hop after them. He knows exactly
where they are."
Hop was then dispatched to the cave, where
the two Chinamen were in,- hiding, and in due
time he returned with them. The result was that
a sort of celebn1tion took place, and it kept up
long into the night. The money that had been
taken from the dead outlaws was given to Bob
Shotwell, and when Wing came forward and told
the amount that had been taken from him, he
was promptly reimbursed.
"We'll take the rest of this money an' put it
toward buildin' a schoolhou se, which may be
needed here in a year or two, 'cause there's men
comin' here with their families all ther time,"
said the captain of the vigilantes. "What do
you think about it, Youn;g Wild West?"
"I think it is all right, Captain Bob. I reckon
we'll leave you to-morrow morning, because things
will be so tame around here now for a while
that it wouldn't pay us to stay. We've got to
be on the hustle all the time, you know. It seems
to be the nature of all of us to hunt for excitement and adventure."
The boy was cheered roundly for this, and
then our friends proceeded back to the camp.
The next morning they left Bull Creek, whi!e
the miners cheered them to the echo until they
di sappeared from view.
. I

Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG
WILD WEST IN THE GOLDEN VALLE ; or,
ARIETTA'S INDIAN SIGN."
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CURRENT NEWS
GETS TWO WILD CATS
Amos George, caretaker of the game preser ves
· of United States Senator G~or ge P. McLean, reports the trapping of two wildcats near S im sbury, Conn. The first was caught on West Mountain, one Thursday night. It was the largest specimen ever caught in this section, and Senator
McLean estimated that it would weigh not far
from thirty pound s. George, with some fri ends,
was coon hunting one Friday night, when the dogs
led them to one of his traps and the party witnessed the dogs in fierce combat with a smaller
cat, evidently just caught. This animal weighed
eighteen pounds.

HERMIT BEATEN TO DEATH WITH CUE
Farmer folk of Rockland County, N. Y., were
stirred to-day by the death in Nyack Hospital of

Gustavus L. Smith, sixty-one, found unconscious
in a barn on his farm at the foot of Haverstraw
Mountain, his skull fractured with a billiard cue.
The COijdition of his clothing indicated a terrific
struggle.
The elderly man lived 1-ike a hermit, seldom
leaving his hou se, which nei ghbo i's said was
,guarded by two feroc ious dogs. County authorities believe that tales of hidden wealth on the

A
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farm, which he had occupied fifteen years, led to
the attack.
A deputy sheriff who went to the farmhou se to
investigate shpt both dogs.
Smith was said to have had a small income
from tenement house in Grand street, Brooklyn.
He bought what supplies he needed from passing
peddlers, always r eturning to the house, neighbors
said, to get the money to pay them. Two nephews,
Irving W. and Alfred Smith, live at No.482 Jeffer son avenue, Brooklyn.
CA VE "WILD MAN" HELD
Arrested in hi s ca ve near Sti·atford, N. J., the
other da y William ·ware, alleged "wild man," is
being held by the authorities for investigation in
connection with numerous crimes dating as far
back a s eighteen years ago. Ware is said to
have terrorized farmer s in this sectio_n.
The wife of the "wild man" is said by officers
to have made most of t he allega tions against him.
She charges, according to officers, that her husband shot a man eight years ago and that his
half-brother served a prison sentence for the
crime. Her story also connects Ware with a
_iewel robbery committed eighteen years ago. He
is a brother of John Ware, fir st man hanged in
Camden county's old jail, according to Mrs. Ware.

Suggestion

END "MOVING PICTURE STORIES" to-your friends as a Christmas
gift. It is a present -that will be appreciated each week in the entire year. Young or old, male or female, all are interested in the
movies. We will send a letter from ithis office to the one who gets the
gift early enough to reach him' the day before Xmas, telling him the
present is ·from you.
.
Fill in this blank and mail it to us with price in money or postage
stamps:

S

MOVING PICTURE STORIES
166 W. 23d St., New York

Date _ _ __

S end to._ _ _ __ __
Check Here
What You Want:
( ) One Y ear..·-·······$3.50
( ) Six Months ...... 1.75
( ) Three Months, 90c

----···-····-················-·-··

Street Address....·-·······-··-··-···-··-······-·······-··························
City.......· - - - - - - - • • ·••·················-····-""" ·

As cz gift from ....·-······-··--·-······- ······-···· -- - - Address .... _______ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Charlie, the Chauffeur
-OR-

THE LUCK OF A WORKING LAD'
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XXI.-(Continued.)
He let himself out th r ough th ~ door of the othe1•
room, which he locked behind him.
"Can I trust him?" thought Charlie. "I doubt
it, but what am I to do?"
He waited and in a' minut e he heard tl;ie voice
of Jen at the keyhole again, speaking in the lowest of whispers:
"Boy! Oh, boy!"
Charlie jumped out of bed.
"I'm here," he replied. "You needn't be afraid
of Buck. He's dead drunk in the next room."
"Good. Did Jim Flanders tell you he was going to help you to escape?"
"Yes, -for money."
"Don't you trust him. He's as treacherous as
a snake. Can you--run a car?"
"Sure. I'm a chauffeur. That's my business."
Now all this time Charlie was dressing, and i:iJ.
a few moments he told Jen to open the door,
which she did.
"Quick!" she whispered. "I bear Flanders in
the hall below; he'll be starting up the stairs. If
you can only block off pursuit in the car my
father came in we are safe."
"Trust me for that," replied Charlie, and Jen
led the way along the hall.
But Jim Flanders did not immediately come
upstairs and they had to hover there in the hall
listening until at last they beard him begin to
ascend.
"Now then," breathed Jen, and they sneaked
down the back stairs.

CHAPTER XXII.
Charlie And Jen Make A Try For A Get-Away.
Jen and Charlie passed out into the yard behind
the house and there stood the car Charlie's captors bad used, buzzing away and all· ready for
business.
"Now to make a get-away," said Jen.
"First to block off pursuit," replied Charlie.
"Where's.the other car?"
·
The other car proved to be under a shed at the
back of the yard.
Charlie did not hesitate an instant; out came
his knife and he slashed one of the forward tires.
He would have done the same for another, but
the voice of Jen sent him f l ~ back to her side.
"Quick! They are earning!' she called.
It was the man Noakes. He came staggering
out of the back' door. ·
'

"Jen! Jen ! where are you, Jen?" be called.
She had slipped inside the car, which it kill be
recollected was a closed one.
The man, who was very drunk, was not looking in the direction of the car. He seemed to
be calling his daughter on general principles.
Charlie stole forward, using the machine as a
screen.
It was a ticklish movement, but as luck would
have it Noakes turned back into the house.
"Did you do it?" asked Jen, peeping out .
"I killed one tire; I ought to do more."
"Stop for nothing! It will be Jim Flanders
next. Remember, be is not drunk."
Heeding the warning which, indeed, was scarcely needed, Charlie lost not an instant in starting.
As the car shot around to the front of the long
building Flanders came darting out of the front
door.
"You ungrateful little pup!" be yelled, and
whipping out a revolver, be fired at the rear back
tire.
Charlie expected nothing but to bear it go off,
but the dread report failed to come, and the next
instant the boy chauffeur, having cut ~ut, was
ascending the steeu trail.
"Oh, I am so thankful," exclaimed Jen. "If you
only knew what I have suffered from that---man."
"But he is your father," replied Charlie. "If
you are not of age be can claim you a,gain."
"He is only my step-father. I don't care if he
does claim me. I just won't go back to him, so
there!"
.
"Where do we go? To the Hiawatha mine?
That's where my boss will be to-night and it's
where I want to go."
"We can go there, I suppose, but I am afraid
you are running a great risk, Mr. Brown."
"Oh, call me Charlie. I'm only a boy and I'm
not used to being mistered. Why do I run a
risk?"
"Well, I don't understand it exactly; all I know
is what I have told you; but I know this much.
Judge Gladwin is at the bottom of this whole
business and he lives at Hiawatha. He is vicepresident and general manager of the company.
It was to him my father was called just before
we started for this place. They telephoned to
the judge that you had been captured and--"
"And told him to come to the Blackbird. Yes,
I heard. I suppose there is danger that we may
meet him on the road."
"There certainly is, and that's why I think
it wou~d be better for you to go to Gordon, a
little town ten miles from Hiawatha, where we
used to live. There you can see a lawyer and put
your case in his bands."
"Do you know this lawyer?"
"I know him when I see him. He is a Mr.
Turner. He seems like a very nice man."
But, Charlie, remembering Mr. Pendleton's
troubles, had bis doubts.
"I'm afraid of lawyers, Jen," he said. "Judge
Gladwin must know hlm."
"I suppose he does."
"Is the judge rich?"
"Oh, very rich."
(To be oonmmed.)
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
"JAPANESE PEARLS" FOUND INFERIOR
Something approaching consternation swept the
London market when it became known that the
Japanese were producing what were declared to
be real pearls by introducing into one oyster
a particle of mother-of-pearl ewn up in shellproducing tis, ue taken from another oyster. New
York jewellers were not so readily driven into
panic, acco1·ding to the Scientific American, and
they now ~tate that the unnatural s timulation induced by the method results in a pearl of di sc
tinctly inferior quality; held to the light, the
difference is readily seen. The surface lacks the
lustre and pinkish glow of the natural pearl; it
is a dead, waxy appearance, and the texture is
not so fine. As an additional precaution the Xray is used; this never fail s to differentiate the
natural from the forced variety.
THE MISSISSIPPI CHOCTAWS
There are approximately 1,500 Choctaw Indians within the borders of Missi s. ippi, remnants
of the tribe that once resided in the State and that
removed to- Indian Territory-now Oklahomain 1832-33. Practically all of these Indians are
farmers and land for them is the key ta the situation. The sum of $25,000 was appropriated several years ago for the purchase of forty-acre
tracts on the reimbursable plan for the head. of
families, and the amount was to be repaid within
ten years.
A number of tracts were selected but owing to
the chaotic condition of real estate records in Mi ssissippi satisfactory titles could not be secured before the end of that fiscal year and the appropriation lapsed. The act for ihe current year carries an item of but $5,000 for land purchase. A
way was found to convey the land desired with an
unassailable title and the money will be used a s
far as it will go. There are 280 heads of families, and to provide all of them with permanent
land holdin,gs at least $30,000 would be required.
NEGRESS FINDS $5,000 BAR PIN
Failing to find the owner of a $5,000 bar pin
she had pjcked up the other Wednesday afternoon from the gutter in front of 36 West Fiftyseventh street, New York, \Vinifred Jones, a
negress of 349 Warren street, Brooklyn, employed
as a dressmaker by Jo ·eph & Co., at 20 West
Fifty-seventh street, walked into the West Fortyseventh street station last night and turned the
pin over to Detective William Moore. She asked
Moore to help her restore the pin to its owner.
Detective Moore examined police records of
reported lost and stolen jewelry and found that
on March 29, 1919, Dreicer & Co., jewelers on
Fifth avenue, reported the loss of a bar pin at
Madison avenue and Ninetieth street, the description of which fitted the one found by the woman.
It is of platinum, set with fifty half-carat diamonds and three large sapphires, one at each end
and one in the centre. Moore gave the pin back
to the woman and told her to go to Dreicer & Co.
"I just happened to glance down at the curb
when I was walking home from work and saw

something s hining there in the tras h," she told
Moore. "I looked in all the papers that clay and
the next day, and not find i ng any trace of the
owner, I thought I'd better tell the police about
it."
POWDERED COAL U~ED IN ENGLAND
Great intere.,t has been t:;1ken in London recently in the u se of coal in t he-fo rm of powder,
made by a r.ew machine desi;\'ned and manufactured by a B1·itish firm.
This new machine is self-contained; it dries
and powders the coal and propels it direct into
the furnace, so that there is no need to store the
powdered coal or to install a plant to can-y it
from the grinder to the furnace.
The machine works continuously, and it dries
and pulverizes at the same time. All that an
operator has to do is to feed it with coal. Tesis
of a most practical character have been carried
out on the machine for a period of twelve months,
and they showed that the cost of pulve1·ization
was about 60 cents per ton . as a,?;ainst previous
costs ranging from about $1.25 to $2.50 per ton.
The tests also showed that a lower grade coal
can be successfully u sed with the pulverizer.
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A DOUBLE GAME
By HORACE APPLETON

The night had fallen dark and gloomy, when a
stagecoach went rattling into the small mining
town of Juniata, and big Bill Surry reined in his
team of bony grays before the only tavern in the
place. There was only one passenger in the coach
-a fine-looking fellow of thirty, with a dark
mustache, who called himself John Hawkins. His
massive figure was attired in a very quiet suit of
black, and he wore a slouched hat in a careless
manner over his determined looking face.
· Going into the barroom, he asked to be accommodated, as he was desirous of remaining in
the town until the stagecoach went on again.
As the newcomer glanced around, his eyes
rested upon a man who was sitting alone at a
table near the stove, and he began to evince a r
sudden interest in the very stylish-looking individual.
Walking over to the table, he sat down beside
him.
"What is all the talk about?" asked the newcomer, after a moment.
"Oh, the Doggerel Poet has been heard from
again," said the man with the diamonds.
"Who is that?" asked the stranger in surprise.
"He stops the stagecoach single-handed, generally takes the mailbags, and after he returns
the empty sacks, it has a sheet of paper pinned
on, containing a few lines of doggerel verses the
highwayman scribbles.'!
"Has this thief any peculiarities?"
"They say he usually wears a sack over his
head, with arm-holes and eye-holes in it," replied the other.. "It conceals his identity. Nobody knows if he is old or young. That is the
only peculiarity I know of, besides his poetry
and a doubl~-barreled shotgun."
"What was his latest exploit?" asked Hawkins.
"He stopped the mailcoach from here to Saginaw, made a good haul this morning and got
away. It seems impossible to catch him."
The man got up after a while, and spoke to the
landlord behind the bar.
"Who be that thar feller wi' ther sparklers?"
he asked.
"Oh, they calls him Diamond Dick hereabouts,
Mr. Hawkin~. Reg'lar skin wi' ther cards, I've
heard."
"Strange," he mused, "I've been in every town
hereabout, and have never herd of him. If he is
such a notorious fellow he ought to be known outside of this place, yet he isn't, and that don't acc01·d with what the landlord just told me. I'll
keep my eye upon him.''
At that moment something bright and glittering fell from under the lapel of Mr. Hawkins's
coat and struck the floor with a metallic ring.
He quickly stooped down, snatched it up and
thrust it into his pocket.
But not before Diamond Dick's black eyes saw
it.
"A badge!" he muttered. "Then he is an officer."
Mr. Hawkins was motified at the accident evidently.

"How long before the stage coach departs?"
·
he asked, in confused tones.
The inn-keeper had not seen the badge and replied:
"Yer kin sleep till mornin' a'most. It goes at
four."
;;aood !_ Can you show me up to my room?"
. Certamly. Come on, sir--come on, Mr. Hawkms."
. Leading Mr. Hawkins up a dark and rickety
flight of stairs, the landlord left him at the door
of a bedroom, and entering the apartment the
man ignited a candle and glanced arouna. '
It cont::iined two beds, a few chairs, a washstand, and had no carpet on the floor. There were
two windows at the back, opening on the horseshed.
Having taken a survey of his surrounding, Mr.
Hawkins began to undress himself. He had not
gotten any more than his co.at off, when he heard
a knock at the door and the landlord's voice.
"Mr. Hawkins! Be you in bed yet, sir?"
"No. What is wanted?" asked the stranger.
"I forgot ter tell yer, sir, as Diamond Dick engaged a bed in your room, too."
"Ah, yes. I see two beds in here. It is all
right, though."
He drew a tiny vial from his pocket and placed
it under his pillow with his handkerchief, then
disrobing, he crept to the window and peered out.
Loosening the latch, he lifted up the sash, and
saw a saddle-horse tethered in under a shed just
below the bedroom.
In the back the man saw the faintly-traced outlines of the stagecoach trail running away over
the rolling, hilly country toward Saginaw.
There came a distant howling, borne on the
night wind, and there stole a grim look of satis•
faction upon Mr. Hawkins's face as this sound
reached his ears. He muttered in soft tones:
"Wolves-wolves I Who could mistake those
sounds, Now let Diamond Dick come up! I am
prepared for him. He will be surprised."
Stealthily returning to the bed, beside which
he had undressed himself, Mr. Hawkins unlocked
the door and crept into his couch.
Five minutes afterward he seemed to be fast
asleep.
The candle was left burning on the washstand,
diffusing a dull glow in the room, and plainly revealed his white, upturned face.
Fully an hour passed by before the door opened.
It was t;h.e face of the bewhiskered Diamond
Dick that appeared in the aperture of the partially opened door, and his black, restless eyes were
bent upon the figure of Mr. Hawkins searchingly
for an instant.
Then he closed the door and whispered to a
man who stood behind him.
This personage looked very much like a fat
miner, and was about as evil looking a fellow as
could be found.
He nodded his head when Diamond Dick finished whispering and glided softly downstairs
again, where he vanished in the darkness.
Then the bearded man crept into the room.
Mr. Hawkins saw him through his partiallyopened eyelids.
Diamond Dick was divested of his jewels.
He had handed them to the man in the hall before entering.
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Glancing at Mr. Hawkins, he saw that he was,
to all appearances, profoundly sleeping, then he
lifted the man's coat, felt in the pocket, and drew
out the badge which he had seen the stranger
drop down in the barroom.
Then his deft fingers rapidly went through Mr.
Hawkins's other pockets.
Having satisfied his curiosity, he retired to
bed, divesting himself of most all his clothing.
Within a few moments only the heavy breathing of the two men was heard.
Neither of them were sleeping, and each one
was watching the other out of his half-closed
eyelids by the dim light of the candle.
Several hours passed slowly by.
Then Mr. Hawkins sat up in bed and glanced
toward the gambler.
Then he took the vial and handkerchief and
crept toward the gambler.
But the gambler now awoke.
Uttering an exclamation of anger at his carelessness for falling asleep after he had resolved
upon remaining awake, he sprang from the bed
ar.d grappled with Mr. Hawkins without delay.
Before he could prevent it, though, Hawkins
thrust the drugged handkerchief in his face and
he inhaled the deadly fumes of the drug.
The gambler fought with impotent fury as he
felt the drug stealing his senses away. So desperate were his struggles, what little clothing
he had on was torn from his body, then he fell
back senseless.
Hastily donning his clothing,Hawkins lifted the
sash, and raising the insensible man in his arms,
he ciimbed out of the window to the horse-shed
with him. From there he descended to the ground
on a ladder with his burden and laid him down on
some logs.
Leading the horse from under the shed, he secured a lariat to the pummel of the saddle, and
seizing Diamond Dick, he mounted.
Just as he was about to drive away the back
door of the tavern opened and the man to whom
the gambler had spoken in the hall appeared, carrying a lantern in his hand.
Mr. Hawkins saw him run toward the ladder
and climb up . .
This did not suit the stranger, so he plunged
spurs into the horse's flanks and sped rapidly
away on the stagecoach trail.
It did not take him long to put a league between himself and the tavern. Then he was within a short distance of the Giant's Arm Chair.
Alighting from the horse, he laid the gambler
on the ground, and cutting his lariat into three
sections, he picked up a small sapling.
This he fashioned into three strong wedges.
With a rock he drove one into the ground near
Diamond Dick's feet, the other two he fastened
into the earth on each side of the man's head.
Then with one of the pieces of the lariat he tied
Dick's ankles together and made them fast to the
stake. Binding each of his wrists similarly, he
fastened them down cruciform and then surveyed
his handiwork.
Assured that Diamond Dick could do him no
harm, he mounted the horse and rode back to the
tavern. Here he secured a package he had left
in the stagecoach, -and, leaving the horse under
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the shed, he returned to his room and sat down
to await the landlord's summons.
· In the meantime Diamond Dick recovered his
senses.
Then he discovered how Mr. Hawkins had fastened him down.
And to increase the misery of his situation, he
heard the howling of the wolves drawing nearer
to him every moment.
Then he saw numbers of dark, shadowy bodies
flit snarling near him, their eyes glaring like
balls of fire, with the maddening effect of their
hunger.
.
The wolves were all 1·ound him, circling in
nearer each moment.
They then attacked him, their fangs sinking
into his limbs and body, and unable to stand the
torture, he closed his eyes and lapsed into sensibility.

*

*

*

*

*

*

There sounded the merry jingle of b~lls, the
sharp crack of Bill Surry's whip, and the rumble of wheels in the yard of the "Juniata Mug,"
as the stagecoach was hustled out to the trail
by the bony team of grays.
Mr. Hawkins had his bundle in his hand.
One was a short man with a smooth, fat face
and coarse clothing.
The, other one looked like a miner who had
never used a razor or shea1·s, for his hair was as
long as his beard, and what little of his face
there was to be seen was as red as a lobster.
The road now became rocky, the stage jolted a
good deal, and after a while there came a sudden
crash, as a nut came off and the whole concern
,w ent down.
Mr. Hawkins now disappeared; but shortly a
figure was seen in a bag emerging from the
bushes beside the rod.
"It's the Doggerel Poet!" exclaimed Surry, in
alarmed tones. "Right you are, pilgrim!" laughed
the man with the bag over his head.
"Lord help us," gasped the fat man, in alarmed
tones. "He will murder us!"
The miner began to feel for a weapon, but the
poet observed the action.
"Stop that!" he exc1aimed. "Lower your hands
or I'll drop you!"
But just then there sounded a sudden report.
The miner had fired a pistol which he had concealed up his sleeve, and the jolly highwayman
uttered a loud cry, and, reeling back, he fell to
the gound in a heap.
Then the fat man bounded forward and pulled
the flour sack from off the fallen poet's head,
while the miner ran up to him.
"Mr. Hawkins," he exclaimed, "the game is up!
I know you, sir."
At the same moment the' miner spoke his bushy
beard fell off.
"Diamond Dick, the gambler!" gasped the
fallen highwayman, as his glance rested on the
other.
"Yes, I ~m the man you thought you had left
for the wolves to finish, but I succeeded in getting
away--" But these were his last words, for
with his remaining strength the highwayman
pulled a revolver and shot him dead. The next
moment Hawkins was dead also.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
TURNING BONES INTO BOOZE
Living men with bones of booze may soon be
a common sight, according to an important announcement to the Academy of Science at Paris
by Prof. Aoumer, disclosing a method by which
large quantities of copper may be introduced into
the human organi sm by means of electricity.
The process con sist s of passin,g a weak current
t hrnugh two electrodes soaked with a solution of
~ulphate of copper, the electrodes being placed
·
on the skin of the patient.
It is thus possible to introduce five to ten
centigrammes of metallic coppe1· daily, eventually
saturating the organism to such a deg1·ee that the
bones become metallic and the kin takes OJ}- a
•
bronze hue.
STATUS OF THE SHARK FISHERY
The attempt to put the shark fi shery on a permanent basis is progr:!ssing satisfactorily in spite
of adverse conditions in the fishing indu stry. It
has been prove that the hides provide leather
of good quality for collar boxes and similar
good s, and that a nourishing meal for feeding
purposes is obtainable from the fle sh; the leather
is now being tested in shoes. Oil and scrap are
at present bringini?; low prices, but the demand
for kins exceeds the supply. Investigation is necessary a s to the taking of sharks in commercial
quantities and the areas and seasons of greatest
abundance; the Government appropriation is exhausted, but private enterprise should now be
able to handle the sit1rntion.
SWEDEN HAS RICH FIND OF COPPER
A di covery of new mineral wealth in Sweden
is announced by Director Axel Gavelin, head of
the Government Geological Research Department,
who has asked the Riksdag for an appropriation
to cover the investigation of the newly found 01·e
·
deposits.
These lie in central Sweden, and con sist of iron,
zinc and copper ore. Mr. Gavelin does not give
exact details as to the total size of these deposits,
but he considers them extremely promising, and
says that if further research fulfi11s hi s expec-

tations, the copper find especially is valuable and
"·ill form a national asset of ,great importance. The total iron ore deposits of Sweden already
known are calculated to be nearly 1,400,000,000
tons, running an average of 60 per cent iron,
which is said to be over 23 per cent. more than
the average for all iron ore mined in the rest of
Europe, and is 16 per cent. more than the average
for the world as a whole.
Although much of Sweden's hon ore is used for
the domestic manufacture of iron and ~tee!, the
export is ron side1·able. In 1913 the total export was six and a half million tons, while last
year the figures were four and a half millions.
Copper mining and ~xport, which is hundreds
o.f years old in Sweden, had declined of recent
years, and the familiar copper ware seen in every
Swedish home was in a fair way of becoming valuable antiques. Now, however, a revival of the
Swedish copper indu stry may result from the
newly di scovered deposits.

--··--------·LAUGHS
Van Demrnit-Rather poor house, to-night, eh?
Manager-Yes, poor but honest. No passes were
given to-night.
"Now, Dai sy, can you tell me the name of the
in significant little worm by whose industry I am
able to wear this silk dress ?" "I know-papa."
~amma-Bab_y_ . imply loves to play with my
hair all day. V1 s1tor-Good gracious! You surely don't trust him with it when you've gone out?
"I wish some powd er for a bomb," said the militant suffragette. "Quite so," murmured the
clerk. "What kind?" "Pink, I guess. That's
the shade I always use on my face."
"ls he what you would call a first-cla ss newspaper man?" "I should say so. ·when the 'end
of. t~e worl_d' scare was at itp height he had two
ed1t10ns wntten---one to publish if it did come ofl'
'
and the other if it didn't!"
Mickey-If yer refuse me, Elizabeth, wot is
there left fer meter do? Lizzie-Well, I read the
other day about a rich guy who made his will in
favor of de lady wot. _purned him, and then he
went and hanged hisself."
"I can't u se thi s stuff," said the editor · "it's
nothing but gas ! "I suppose," sadly repli~d the
poet, "that's why you turned it down." "Not entirely," said the editor; "there was also something wrong with the metre."
"Er-Miss Willing--" "Yes, Mr. Slowe?"
"Er-do you mind if I-er-hold your hand?"
"Indeed, Mr. Slowe, and why do you want to hold
my hand?" "Why-er-it might-er give me
courage-er-to say something that-er-that
I--" "!-!-!-! Here, Mr. Slowe, hold both
my han<l s !"
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GOOD READING
PAIR OF SPANISH STAMPS SOLD FOR
130,000 FRANCS
A vertical pair of Spanish two real stamps of
the issue of 1851 brought 130,000 francs recently
in the sale of the fifth section of the stamp collection of the late Count Ferrari. This was the
high-water mark of the opening day of the auction. The Bermuda one penny, issue of 1854, on
the entire envelope, brought 30,000 francs, while
other rare specimens sold at from 1,000 to 15,000
francs.
EASTER ISLAND REPORTED WIPED OUT
BY QUAKE
The local newspaper of Santiago, Chile, Nov.
15, pu bli shed a rumor concerning the possibility
of the disappearance of Easter Island, lying far
out in the Pacific Ocean west of the coast of the
province of Atacama, during the recent earthquake.
The newspaper says the wireless station on the
island has failed to answer repeated calls. Official information of any kind regarding the island is lacking. The island, which is 2,500 miles
off the coast, ·belongs of Chile. Easte1· Island is
triangular in shape. Its greatest lrJngth is
twelve miles and its broadest part f'JUr miles.
It covers an area of about fifty-five square miles.
The island is of volcanic origin and contains many
extinct craters. It is remarkable for its stone
houses, sculptured stones and gigantic figures
carved in trachytic lava. The greatest height of
the island is 1,960 feet above sea level. For many
years it was used as a Chilean penitentiary.

mail. Now the volume of the incoming correspondence threatens to swamp the rural carrier.
Each mail brings a fresh batch of proposals
and scores of other letters asking charity donations, etc.
The self-styled suitors mean nothing in Exie's
young, life, for she has her farmer boy, Burlin
Jackson, twenty-one, to whom she is engaged.
Burlin is not a fortune hunter. The $30,000,000 is merely an incident in his romance with
Exie, which started four years ago before the
girl even dreamed of oil or riches.
Many of the applicants for the Indian girl's
hand would be interested, perhaps, to know what
becomes of their photographs. Tacked on the
wall of the cabin, they compose a unique "gallery." ,Exie's Indian· ·friends gather before the
"gallery" and indulge in Creek wit.
Exie was born in a one-room shack, to which
has been added three rooms. She was born a
year before allotting of land to Indians ceased.
She was allotted 160 acres in Creek County. Oil
was discovered upon her allotment six months
ago. There are three producers and several more
wells being drilled. Her monthly income is es·
timated at ~3,000. _ _ _ _ _

THE OLD SCYTHE TREE
The picture prize contest for the most important historical tree in the State of New York,
conducted by the New York State College of
Forestry, has been decided and the prize won
by Alva H. Pulver of Sodus, N. Y.
The tree is located on the farm of Clarence
Schaeffer in Seneca county. It is a Balm of
Gilead tree and is known in the neighborhood as
G.AJ\[BLING MANIA IN NEW SOUTH WALES "the old scythe tree." The story in connection
Several aspects of gambling have come be- with the tree follows:
"In 1861, when he learned Fort Sumter had
fore the St?.tes of the Australian Commonwealth
and the New South Wales Government has out- been fired on, James Wyburn Jqhnson of the
lined proposals to combat the gambling mania, town of Waterloo, N. Y., came in from the field
bringing his sythe, which was placed in a small
especially promiscuous raffles and lotteries.
The new act calls for restrictions of the Tat- Balm of Gilead tree near the house. With the
tersalls Sweeps and the Golden Casket, by which final remark 'Leave the sythe in the tree until I
the Queensland Government obtains certain return,' he enlisted in the Union service.
"The parents of young Johnson for a time heard
money for the upkeep of its hospitals. It will be
made an offense for newspapers to publish the from their boy, and then a silence came, extending
result of these sweeps, punishable by a fine of 200 from month to month. The war records show
pounds, and the display upon any premises of that the young man wvas mortally wounded in
any information regarding a lottery will be pun- North Carolina, dying in a hospital there, and
was buried in the South in 1864. In the years of
ishable by the same sentence.
The new act will restrict the sale of tickets to the war the scythe was religiously confined to the
the bazaar or fair with which the lottery is con- tree and it was some time afterward before the
nected, and provides that any person concerned family finally learned of their son's fate. In
in raffle or lottery who converts to his own use the meantime the six-inch sapling began to grow
any of the prizes of money raised shall be liable about the blade of .the scythe. It finally held the
scythe securely and the inroads of the elements
to five years' imprisonment.
loosened the handle, which dropped away. At
the present time only about six inches of the blade
protrudes from the side of the tree."
PESTERED BY SUITERS
The G. A. R. Post of Waterloo maintains a
Hundreds of fortune hunters from all parts
of the world are seeking the hand of Exie Fife, flag on the tree in memory of Johnson from year
eighteen, beautiful Cherokee Indian girl, whose to year. As soon as one is frayed it is replaced by
a new one. Each Memorial Day the post conducts
oil lands are valued at $30,000,000.
Six months ago Exie's name was barely· known its annual services under the spreading branches
to· the Postmaster of Fame, the little Indian vil- of the tree, which now has a span of about 90
lage near Muskogee, Okla., where she gets her feet and is fully 100 feet high.
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INTERESTING NEWS ARTICLES
BOTTLED LETTER FOUND
bivalves that contain the gems the company will
After floating in many streams for nearly six ci:.ltivate pearls on an extensive scale. This artiyears, the following letter was found in a bottle ficial production of pearls is now being successin the Missouri River by Councilman Thom'as L. fully carried on near La Paz by Japanese.
Taggart and City Chemist W. D. Hayes, w11ile
. It has long been known that pearls are to be
they _were hunting near Elk Point, S. D., one· found in great numbers in the waters bordering
mornmg:
the coast of Lower California, extending north
"Sent_ March 24, 1917, from Timmer, N. D.- and south of Santa Rosalia for more than 100
May this Easter prove the brightest of any you miles, but heretofore the Mexican Government
have spent. And bring you grei,it measure of joy has refused to permit the development of the inand content.
du stry in this part of . the Gulf of California.
"Please let me know who found this and where
and what time it was found. Sent by Mrs. 01~
F. Aplin, into Dogtooth Creek, one mile southMAKES $1,000 VIOLIN
east of town."
Peter Baltzerson, Roslindale, wood carver, the
There was also a return envelope in the bottle. other day completed the triumph of his art-an
Taggart has mailed the note back to the s~nder .
inlaid violin which will grace the famous collection of the Providence millionaire collector, John
PHILADELPHIAN'S HEIRS GET CANADIAN W. Coggeshall.
MINE .
Baltzerson, a Norweg ian by bi1-th but now an
The Privy Council in London has confirmed the applicant for United States citizenship, lives at
heirs of Allen I. Smith, Philadelphia, Pa., in pos- No. 130 Cornell street, Roslindale, and has a little
session of the Engineer group of mines at .Allin; sh op for wood carving at No. 218 Tremont street,
B. C., according to a cable from the lawyer who Boston, l\fass. He ha followed his trade from
represented them in a case involving their title boyhood and a year ago returned to his native
b-y the Engineer Mining Company.
land to select the wood for a violin he was comThe property, rank ing as one of the most valu- missioned to make fo1· Coggeshall. S ycamore and
ll ble gold mines in the British Empire, was acAzeroe pine were among the instrument woods he
quired by the company. After lap se of title for selected and brought back to Boston with him, and
fa ilure to meet legal requirements, the claims in the back of the new violin is wood seventy-five
were restaked. by Capt. James Alexander, who years old.
later was drowned in a steamship disaster. His
The pegs are of hanci-wo r kecl pearl and gold,
conveyed the prope1.:t.y to Smith, an associate, bringing the value of the violin up to more than
wh o <lied in 1919. The company charged that $1,000. It is the fir st new instrument Mr. CoggeAlexander had wrongfully staked the mines.
shall has added to his collection, which includes
many valuable examples of the work of Guarneri,
CHOKES BOA CONSTRICTOR
Steiner and Stradivari.
Attacked by a monster boa constrictor recently
ap'. ured in the jungles of Africa, Frank Weini erg, animal trainer, barely escaped the other
SOMETHING ABOUT BORNEO
day from a battle with the reptile and suffered
Borneo is a large island of the Malay Archipel~evere lacerations of the right hand, inflicted by ago divided into various states. Its are.1 is · estithe snake.
mated at 300,000 . quare mile and its population
The boa attacked Weinberg while he was show- at 2,000,000. Holland claims as a possession 212,ing hi s collection of jungle animals to some 737 square miles of the island, with a population
friends and tilted the box top in which the snake of about 1,250,000. A s a matter of fact this large
was kept at hi s home in Los Angeles, Cal.
possession is parceled out into various native
ThP. snake, infuriated because of its incar- states. Those on the coast are more or less under
cerati on, forced its way from the box and wrap- Dutch influence. The rrincipal Dutch settlements
ped its strong coils about Weinberg's right thigh. are at Sambas, Pontiana, Banjarma sin and Koti.
Remaining calm, Weinberg forced his right hand On the northwest coast is Sarawak, to the northinto the reptile's mouth, fairly choking it. After east lies Brunei, and beyond that British North
a five-minute struggle the snake let go its coils Borneo. Between Briti sh North Borneo and the
a.nd Weinberg freed himself.
Dutch territory on the east is the native state of
Sulu. The whole island is rich in valuable timSEARCH FOR PEARLS IN MEXICAN
ber, woods fruits, spices, drugs and gums, and
WATERS
has a vari~d fauna. P etroleum is found at Koti
An exclusive concession fo r exploring and ex- and portions of the cast coast, and the minerals
ploiting the waters of the middle and upper part of the island are coal, iron, gold, diamonds, antiof the Gulf of California for pearls has been mony and quicksilver. The soil is exceedingly
granted Paul Masin of Paris, France, and Paul fertile, and well adapted to the cultivation of
Opeda and Telesofro Navarro of La Paz, by the tropical products. The principal exports are
Mexican Government. The owners of the con- sago, beeswax, edible birds, gutta percha, spices,
cession will form a company and establish a large drugs and dyes. The people belong to v -·ous
raees, Malays, Dyaks, Negritqs, Bugis and and
fleet of pearling ships.
·
It i stated that ,in addition to obtaining• pearls Chi nese. Tattooed races, Kanowits, Pakatans,
in the natural way by means _of diving for the and others inhabit the interior of the island.

,,·ill

SWAM 175
MILES IN
THREE
MONTHS
At
Lowestoff
on the Suffolk
coast near Yarmouth, England,
experiments are
being carried out
to discover how
far and in what
d i r e c t i o n fish
travel, times of
migration,
and
speed of growth.
Specimen fish
are caught and
measured. Weedy
and sickly fish
are thrown out.
The best specimens are set free
arid a record is
kept of the places
where they are 1
released. The fi sh ·
are marked with
two ebonite discs
joined by a short
silver wire. Flat
fish are marked
near the side fin
and round fi sh,
like cod, on the
back fin or in a
flap of loose skin
at the gulls.
Much valuable
information is obtained when these
"buttoned"
fish
are recaught. It
was found that a
16-inch plaice
tr ave 11 e d 175
miles-from the
coast to the English Channel-in
three months. Another liberated at
M a r b l e ihorpe,
L i n c o l n s hire,
made a journey
of 210 miles lo
St. Andrew's Bay
in eight months.
Small plaice taken from the Danish and Dutch
banks were liberated on the Dogger and it was
found that they
grew more than
three times as
fast as those on
the inshore
.-rounds.

BIG VALUE for~~I OCts.

8 Sons•, word• and music• 25 Pic-

tures Pretty Girla;40Wa_yel,;Malce
Money; 1 Joke Book; l Book oa
Love;l Ma&k Book; 1 Jlook I,ettet
Writing; 1 Dream Book and Fortune Teller; 1 Cook Book; 1 Jlue
Jlall llook, irfves rules for pines; J
'J."oy Maker Book; I,angu:1ge ol
Flowers; l Moree Tolegraph Alphabet; lll Chemical Experimenb;
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l2Gam.ee;80Venee for Autosraph Albums. { All
the llb9ve·b¥ mall for 10 eta, and ~ eta, .i><>etage,

B01.lL SALll8 CO,. Jloa

688
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TOBACCO

Habit Cured or No Pay FRENCH Art Cata lo&' - Over 160 Pnrlsienne girl pictures in all
An-, form. cj,ian,ehrarettea.pipe, chewing or anuff

Guaranteed . Harmleu Complete treatmentaent
nn trial. Coats Sl .00 if it cures. Nothin11 if it faila.

SUPERBA CO. M-21, Baltimore, Md.

- - - OLD JllONEY WANTED - - $2 to $;;(10 EACH paid !or hundreds ot
Old Coins dated be!ore 1W5. Keep ALL old
or odd money. Send 10 cts. !or New Ill 's
Coln Valu e Book , 4x0. You may have valuable coins. Get Posted . We pay cash.
CLARKE COIN CO., Ave. 13, Le Roy, N, Y.

Quit the Habit

for 3 Months
Send the tobacco habit away on 3
months' vacation. This means cigarettes, pipe, cigars, or chewing. Don't
strain your will-power or force anything, but overcome the craving pleasantly, easily and effectively,
Watch the quick improvement In your
health. Enjoy calmness of mind and nerves.
Good for the heart, stomach. kidneys and
other vital organs. Less liability to colds,
throat disorde rs, catarrh and other diseases.
Gain full vigor in all parts of your b ody. Add
years to your life, And reckon the money
you saYe ! Free yourself three months; then
begin again or stop for all time as you wish.
I will tell you the easiest, pleasant way ,o
rou feel gloriously better at once and kee p
improving. Others, men and women, say they
gain efficiency to earn more, and they find
new exhiliration they never thought within
them. So why not you? No drugs or medicines.
Write for free information, mention how you
use tobacco. Paul Riker, 12-1-·B, Saugatuck, Conn,

WARNING
Amazing discovery. If your hair Is becoming thin
or If you are bald, just try Kotalko and watch the
mirror. Cases bclng constantly rec,orted of healthy
hafr grown anew on bald spots. Get Kotalko at
drugglsu' or we will mail you Proof Box (plain
pk~e .) free. Gain beautiful hair! Write to Kotallco
Office BM-370, Slation X, New York.

poses. Cutalog with ~! specimen miniature
pictures, postpaid, $1 · I.Jill.
Catalog nlone,
35 cents, stamps.
lllR. L. BOJSSON
66 rue Taltbout
Desk "C''
Parhl, ] ·'ranee

If Ruptured
Try This Free
Apply it to Any Rupture, Old or
Recent, Large or Small and You
are on the Road That Has
Convinced Thousands.

Sent Free to Prove Thia
Anyone ru1ltured, 1nan, woman or chUd,
should write at once to . W. S. Rice, 84-B
~lain Street, Adams, N. Y., for a tree trial
or his wonderful stimulating application.
Just put it on the rupture and the n1usele1111
begin to tighten; they begin to bind together
so that the opening closes naturall ,v and the
need of a support or truss or a1>pUa.nce h•
then done away with. Don't neglect to send
for this free trial. Even if your rup t ure
doesn't bother you what Is the use of wear~
lug sup1,orts all your life? " ' hy suffer th!•
uuls,.nee? ,vhy run the risk of gangrene anrl
mch dang-ers from a small and Innocent little ru1,ture, the kind that has thrown thous.lnds on the 01,eratlng table? A host of
men and ,vomen are daily runnlng such rl8k
just becau se their ruptures do not hurt nor
prevent them from getting around. Write at
once for this free trial, as it ls certainly a
wonderful thing and hns aided In the cure
of ruptures that were as big as a man's two
fists. Try and write at once, using the coupon below.

FREE FOR RUPTURE
W, S. Rice, Inc.,
84-B l\lnln St., Adams, N. Y.
You 1nay send me. entirely free a
Sample Treatment of your stimulating
application for Rupture.

Name ··•••••••••••·•·•·•·•·••·•·•·······•
.
.
11.ddresa •• ••• •••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••
State

Read These letter s
From Happ y Bays
SHOWS CLEAR PICTURES

have been very .slow in sending you
an answer. I received my Moving l'lcture
Machine a few weeks ago and I think it
is a dandy, and it shows the pictures clear
just as you said it would. i; am very
proud of it. I thank you very much fo'r
it and I am glad to nave it. I gave an
entertainm ent two days after I got lt.
Leopold Lamontagn e, 54 Summer Ave.,
Ceo tral Falls, R. I.

SOLD HIS FOR $10.00 AND
ORDERED ANOTHER

~ome time ago I got one :or your ·Machmes and I nm very much pleased with
It. After working it for about a month
I sold 1t for $10.00 to a friend of mine.
He has It and entertains his family nightly. I have now -decided to get another one
of your machines. Michael Ehereth, Mandan, N. Dak.

WOULD NOT GIVE A WAY
FOR $25.00

A Real
Moving Pictur e 1
Show In
Your Own Home

NEW

TRIC
DEL
,

Remember, this is a Genuine Movins Picture
Machine and the motion pictures are clear, sharp

My Moving Picture Machine is a good
one and I would not give it away for ~lio oo
It's the •b est machine I ever lhad and i
wish everybody could have one. Acrnte
Bresky, J"eanesvllle , Pa. Box· 34.

BETTER THAN A $12.00
MACHINE
I nm slow about turning 1n my thanks
to you, but my M,wing Picture Machine
is al! right. I have had it a long ttme
and 1t has not been broken yet. I have
seen a .$12.00 Machine but would not swap
mine for it. Robert Lineberry, care or
Revolution Store, Greenboro, N. c.

and distinct.
The Moving Picture Machine Is finely constructed ,
ls
and carefully put tqgether by skilled workmen. lt
made or Russian Metal has· a beautiful finish, and lo or
operated by a finely constructed mechanism , consisting
an eight-whee l movement, etc. The projecting lenses are care-extully ground and adjusted, triple polished, standard double
tour feet in area.
tra reflector, throwing a ray or light to three or and
durable Moving
It is not a toy; it is a solidly constructed
simple and is _readily
y
exceedingl
is
Picture Machine. The mechanism
by this maroperated by the most inexperienc ed. The pictures 11hown
and lifeless
velous Moving Picture Machine a,e not the common, crude
ic reproductio ns ot
Magic Lantern variety, but are life-like photographits
'l'hls ·
audiences.
tire
neve»
actual scenes, places and people, which
1t
Moving Picture Machine has caused a rousing enthusiasm wherever
ls used.
gives
FREE,
you
send
to
want
I
which
Machine
Picture
This Moving
regular Moving
., clear and !lfe-like Moving Pictures as are shown at anybefore
you. 'l'hls .
Picture show. It flashes moving pictures on tll.e sheet to every
boy in
Machine aud Box of Film are FREE-abs olutely free
free to
and
girls
to
free
Outfit,
an
for
write
to
ts
tbis land ,w ho wan
this
get
older people. Read MY OFFER below, which shows you how to
Marvelous Machine.

HOW YOU CAN GET THIS GREAT MOVING PICTURE
MACHINE - READ MY WONDERFUL OFFER TO YOU

Picture Machine and the
HERE IS what you are to do in order to get this amazing Moving
is all. Write name and address very plai r!al
Moving Pictures: Send your name and address-th at
premium pictures n y.
beautiful
most
the
of
20
you
ma!J
will
I
!t
Mall today. As soon as I receive
you
are printed in man colors an
ever saw-all brilliant and shimmerin g colors. 'l'hese pictures
ishington a1 fi.monfi
Flag"-"W
American
First
the
Making
Ross
the titles are such su_bjects as "Betsy
~met
special
a
on
pictures
30 cen
-"Battle of Lake Erie," etc. I want You to distribute these premium
offer among the people you know. When you have dlstributect
~111t:.w,...~~colthe 20 premium pictures on my liberal offer you will have
lected $6.00. Send the $0.00 to me and I will immediatel y send
you FREE the Moving Picture Machine
with complete Outfit and the Box of .l!'ilm.

Free

II0,000 of these machines have made
110,000 boys happy." Answer at once.
Be the first In your town to cet one.
A.. E. FLEWNG , Sec'y,
111 W. 414 Street, Dept. 120, New York

Cou pon

Good for Moving Picture Olrer

PLEASE
USE
COUPON

Simply cut out thls Free Coupon,
pin I~ to a sheet of paper, man to
me With your name and address
written plainly, and I wtll send _you
the 20 Pictures at once. Address

A. E. FLEMING , Secy.,
81/i W. 48<1 St., Dept. 120, New Yorls

•zsoo Re-.vard!
For the Capture ol An Unknown Man ·

Twice he had entered the St. Clair Mansion.
What was he after? Who? What was in
danger?
Berteau, the famous detective, had warned St. Clair
that the myat•rioua niarciudttr would come again.
And now - a noise in the passage! The creak of an
opening door. A shot in the dark! A capture!
Is this wounded stranger the mysterious intruder? Who
could tell? Yet Berteau identified the man without
hesitation and won the $2500 reward.
How did he do it? Easy enough for the Finger Print
Expert. He is the specialist, the leader, the cream of
detectives. Every day's paper tells their -wonderful
exploits in solving mysterious crimes and convicting
dangerous criminals.

More Trained Men Needed
The demand for trained men by governments, states,
cities, detective agencies, corporations, and private
bureaus is becoming greater every day. Here is a real
opportunity for YOU. Can you imagine a more fascinating line of work than this? Often life and death
depend upon finger print evidence- and big rewards
go to the expert. Many experts can earn regularly
from $3,000 to $10,000 per year.

Learn at Home in Spare Time
And now you can learn the secrets of this science at
home in your spare time. Any man with common
school education and average ability can become a
Finger Print Detective in a surprisingly short time.

Course in
Secret Service
,

For a limited time we are making a special offer of a
Prof•Hional Fintrer Print Outfit, abaolutely Free,
ond Free Courae in S ecret Seruice lntelli11ence.
Mastery of these two kindred professions will open a

brilliant career for you.

Write quickly tor fully muetrated free book on FinjZ'er Prints
which explains thie wonderful trafnin,win detail. Don't wait until
tbfa offer hu expired-mail the coupon now. You may never see
this announ.!eme.nt sgain! You aeaume no oblia-ation - you h11.ve
everythin1r to 1r&in and nothing to loae. Write at once-addrtn

University of Applied Science
Dept, 1099
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E UNIVERSITY f)F APPLIED SCIENCE

:
Dept, 1099 - 1920 Sunnyside Ave., Cbiceio, lllinoi•
:' Gentlemen: - Without any obligation whatever, eend me your
: ne w, fu lly illostrated, ~'REE book on Fin.,er Print• and your
: o!ter of a FREE course in Secret Servica lntclliaence aod the'
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F1·ee Professional Finirer Print Outfit.
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WILD WEST WEEKLY
- - LATEST

ISSUES -

-

1013 Young ,, Vild \Vest Aiter an Assassin; or, Arietta
and the Tougbs.

l0H

"

1015

"

1016 "

Shot In the DIU'k; or, Winning His Weight
in Gold.
and the Hold Up Men ; or, How Arletta Paid
Her Ransom.
Arizona Round-Up; or, Catching the Cattle
Crooks.

Promise; or , Arletta and the Blue Mark.
_-.s Avenger; or, 'l'be Vigilaots• Mistake.
1019 " After the Death Dealers; or, A Hot Fight I n
.
1he Gulch.
1020 " Defying the Blackfeet; or, Arletta and the ll!ysterion s C'nnoc.
1021 " Going th~ Limit; or, The "Shin-Dig" at Show
Down.
1022 •· Condemned to Death; or. Arletta's Prairie Race.
1024, " Cnu<"ht by Comanches; or, A1letta Daring Death.
1025 " Showing Up a Sheriff; or, The Right Man On a
.
Wrong '.!.'rail.
1026 " Reckless !tide; or, Arietta's Hairbreadth Escape.
1027 " and the Cowboy Sports; or, Fun and Fighting
on the Range.
1028 " Raiding the Redskins; or, Arletta and the
Apache Trap.
1029 " Whooping It Up; or, The Cowboy Carnival at
Crooked Creek.
1030 " Dagger Duel; or Arietta and the Mexican
Bandits.
1031 " Qulckt's t Shot ; or, The Desperadoes or Diamond Dive.
1032 " and the Death Mine; or, Arletta Bluffing the
Claim .I umpers.
1033 " Saving the ''Seventh"; or, The Fight at Red
Ravine.
!034 " Greaser Shake-Up; or, Arletta Standing the
Test.
1035 ·• Trailing a "Terror"; or, The Bandit Chlet•e·
Last Chance,
i036 " Saving ms Scalp; or, Arietta and the Death
,
Trail.
1037 " Teaching a '.rend erfoot; or, The Dudes Duel
With the Desperado.
1038 " Ilusblog the Rustlers; or, Arlettn's Long
r:n n ge Shot.
1039 " Grilling thP Gold Grabbers; or, The "Shoot•
.
Up" at Sbooker.
1040 " Cowboy Challenge; or, Arletta's Good Guess.
;041 " M:vsterious Enemies; or, The Sign ot the Sliver
Seven.
!042 " Sltving the Stagecoach; or, How .Arletta Trapped
tl/c Road Agents.
· 1043 " ancl "Mesq uite Monte"; or, The Worst GrGRser
In Arizona.
1()-14 " D efcncling the Camp; or, Arletta and the
Masked Raiders.
1045 " and the Cherokee Chief; or, The Redskins' Last
Fight. I
'046 " Shower ot Gold; or, Arletta's Lucky Slip.
1047 " as n Scout; or, Saving tbe Emigrant Train .
' 048 " Running- the Ranch; or, Arletta's Game Fight.
1M9 " and "Chapparal Chick"; or, 'l'he Bandits ot
the Foothills.
HY.SO " and the Mad l\fexlcao; or, .A:rletta's Warning
Sllot.
1051 •• .a.Jct tlle Cowboy Millionaire; or, Hemm1,ed in
.
by 'Enemies.
1052 ·' .'n th,, "Land of Dead Things"; or, .Arletta and
the Vultures.
F<1r oale by all newsdealer•, or wlll be sent to any
nddreu on recd pt of price, 7c per copy,• In money or
l)ostage stnm1,s, by
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.,
New York Clt:v
166 Wut 23d Street,
1017 "
:018

"

HOW TO
SCENARIOS WRITE
THEM
Prlee 85 Cent• Per Copy

Thia book contains all the most recent chances In the
method of conetructlon and 1u bm!sslon of 1cenario1.
81.xty LeBBons, covering every phase of scenario writing. For Rale by all Newsdealers and Book ■torea.
If you cannot procure a copy, send us the price,
15 cente, In money or postage stamps, and we will
mall you one, postage free. Addre11
L. llEN4B,EM8, 119 8evtntb Ave,, New York, N. Y,

.

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOO.KS
Useful, Instructive and A musin g. They Contain
Valuable lnformation on Almost E very Subject
:"l"o.

1.

XAPOLEON'S

ORACl'LU~l

AND

DUEA~

Containing the great orncle of h u man des
tiny; also the true meaning of a lmost any kind ol
dreams, together with cbarms, ceremonies, and curiou s
games o! cards.
No. 2. now ·ro DO TRICKS. - The great Look o l
magic and card ti-leks, containing full instruction on al/
the leading curd tricks of the <lay, also the most populu
magical illusions as performed by our leading magieians ; every boy shou ld obtain a copy of this L>ook.
No. 3. HOW TO J,'LIRT. - The arts and wiles OJ
flirtation are fully explained by this little book. Be•
sides the various methods of handkerchief, fan, glove
parasol, window encl hat flirtation, it contains a full lis t
of the language and sentiment of iflowers.
No. 4. HOW TO DANCE Is the title <>f this llttll
book. It contains full Instructions In the art o! dancing
etiquette in the ballroom and at parties, hmv to dress
aud !ull directions for calling off in all popular squnr1
dances.
No. 5 . HOW TO :.UAKE LOVE. - A complete guid l
to Jove, courtship and marriage, gh·ing seusible advice
rules and etiquette to be observed, with many cnriou1
and intere~ting things not generally known.
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLE'l'E. ~ GivinJ
full In struction s for the use of dumbbells, Indian clubs
parallel bars, horizontal bars and various other method1
of develop ing n good. healthy muscle ; containing ove;
sixty ii lu st rntlons.
No . 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS. - Handsomely iJlu
trated and containing full Instructions fdr the manage
ment and training of the ('anary, mocking bird, bobolln.k
blnckbir<l, paroqu et, parrot, etc.
BOOK . -

No. 8.

HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST. -

By Harry K ennedy. Every intelligent boy reading thl
book of In s tructions can master the art, noel crente nn
amount of fun tor himself and friends . It is the great
est book ever publi she<l .
No. 10. HOW TO UOX. - The art of self-defens
Containing over thirt~- lllustrntlons <
made easy.
guards, !)lows, ancl 1he ditrerent posltlonR of a goo
boxer. 1,;very bo,,, sbould obtain on<> of theRe useful an
instru ctive books, ns it will teach you how to bo
without au instructor.
No. 11.

HOW TO WRITE LOVE -LETTER;,. -

No . 17.

HOW TO DO llIECHANICAL TRICKS . ,

most complete little book, containing full directions fc
writing love-letters, and when to use them, giving spe<·
meu letters for young ,incl old.
No. 12. HOW TO WHITE LETTERSTO LADIES .
Giving complete instruc tions for writing letters j
ladies on all subjects; also letters of introduction, ootl
and requ ests.
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; or, BOOJC OF ETIQUE'.l'Tl
- It is a great life secret, and one that every youn
man desires to know nil about. There's happiness In I
No. 14 . . HOW TO l\IAKE CANDY.-A complete han1
book for making nil kinds of candy, ice-creams, syrup
essences, et<'., etc.
Containing complete instructions for performing ov
sixty mechanical tricks. Fully !Ilustrated.
N o. 18. HOW TO BECOllIE BEAUTIFUL. - One
the brightest and most valuable little books ever glv,
to the world . Everybody wishes to know how to b
come beautiful, both male and female. The secret
simple, nod almost costless.
now TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENU
No. 20.
PARTY. - A complete compendium of games, spor1
card diversions, comic recitals, etc., suitable for parl
or drawing -room: entertainment. It contains more t
the mon ey than any book published.
No. 21. HOW TO IIUNT AND FISH.-Tbe most <!Oj
plete lrnnting and fishing guide ever published. It cq
tains full In s tructi ons about guns, bunting dogs, tr11 trapplng and fishing, together with description of gm
and fish.
No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAllIS.-This Ii~
book gives the explanation to all kin<ls of dreams
'
gether with lucky and unlucky days.
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO GENT~
l\IEN. - Containing full directions for writing to gj

tlcmen on all subjects.

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to an/
address on receipt of price, 10c. per copy, in
inoney or strunps, by

HAR-RY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.,
166 West 23d Street,

New Y1

